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ABSTRACT 

Since the first experimental evidence that the external source of charged particles 

precipitating into the earth's atmosphere, resulting in the aurora, consisted of protons 

10 

as well as electrons there has been great interest in the proton interaction processes 

that occur due to the collision of protons with the atmospheric gases. Though the 

distribution of the proton flux is typically weighted towards lower energies, from 10 to 

50 keY, at times anywhere from 40 to 100% of the flux can consist of high-energy 

protons far in excess of 100 keY. Determining the interaction cross-sections for these 

high-energy events is important if a thorough analysis of the auroral mechanisms is to 

be made. 

Measurements of the La emission cross-sections for the interaction of H3" H:·, and 

H' with N: and 0: have been completed over the energy range from 140 to 603 keY. 

Results show monotonically decreasing La cross-sections with increasing energy for 

the interaction of both species of hydrogen molecular ions and protons with N: and 0: 

up to a cut-off, after which the cross-sections appear to be constant and independent of 

energy. This "plateau region" would seem to indicate a fairly abrupt change in the 

type or kind of process or processes that are occurring. 

By measuring the La emission at a distance of 4 cm into the interaction region a 

fraction of the cascade contributions were measured. However, at the high-energies 

used in these experiments that fraction is exceedingly small, comprising at most a few 

percent, even at the lowest experimental energy of 140 keY. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1: Background 

Observations by Vegard in 19391 of hydrogen Balmer line emissions in the aurorae led 

to the conclusion that protons were precipitating into the earth's upper atmosphere at high 

velocities and interacting with the atomic and molecular gases there. The unique 

signature of the Balmer emissions guaranteed that the excitations were not produced by 

electron collisions with the atmospheric gases and that in fact a totally independent 

collision mechanism involving protons was responsible for these spectra. The discovery 

of this new phenomenon led to experimental work aimed at identifying the interaction 

mechanisms responsible for the proton aurorae. Ground based, rocket, and satellite 

measurements were used to record the energy and visual spectra, while laboratory studies 

measuring collision cross sections or probabilities of interaction were conducted. 

The origin of these energetic protons is generally believed to be from the solar wind. 

As the protons approach the earth, at the correct trajectory, they will be captured by the 

earth's magnetic field and enter the atmosphere at the polar cap regions. The path of the 

charged protons (as determined by Stormer) is governed by their interaction with the 

magnetic field, and assuming no other forces affect the particle's motion, the radius of this 

trajectory is directly proportional to the proton momentum and inversely proportional to 

the product of the earth's magnetic field, the particle charge, and the atomic number. This 

trajectory is not exclusive to protons and therefore the radius is applicable to any charged 

particle entering the upper atmosphere, whether it is an electron, proton, or heavy ion like 
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singly ionized oxygen. 

Stormer also showed that there is a certain "cut-off rigidity", Rc' which can be related 

to the geomagnetic latitude, A.. In Stormer's theory, a vertically incident particle at a 

specific latitude must have a minimum rigidity in order for it to reach the earth. The 

relationship between the ~ and A. is shown in Figure 1. The graph shows that the 

minimum value of Rc for a charged particle to reach the earth is 3 billion electron volts 

(BeV). This corresponds to a geomagnetic latitude of about 50 degrees. Therefore all 

charged particles that interact with the atmosphere will be at latitudes greater than 50 

degrees. 

Once the charged particles enter the earth's atmosphere, whether they are electrons, 

protons, or heavy ions, they interact with the gases constituents residing there. The three 

that are of most import, because of their abundances, are molecular oxygen (O~), 

molecular nitrogen (N~), and atomic oxygen (0). The predominant interaction that occurs 

causes the ionization of these neutral species. Photoionization of the upper atmosphere 

is by far the dominant source of ionization in the atmosphere, though impact ionization 

by electrons and protons is a non-trivial secondary effect. The photoionization process 

is responsible for 0 being the dominant species above about 200 km. Ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation, over a broad frequency range, is absorbed at different levels in the atmosphere, 

while impact collisions of electrons and protons with the gases, give rise to positive ions 

and electrons. This region (or regions) of enhanced positive ion and electron densities 

is designated the ionosphere. The ionosphere's spatial extent is not clearly defined, in 
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part due to its daily variability, but a range from 80 - 1000 km would not seem 

unreasonable as indicated in Figure 2. 

Imbedded within the ionosphere itself, at heights from about 80 to 600 km, is an area 

in which the combination of atmospheric density and energy of the incoming electrons 

and protons is optimized such that any residual energy left over from the ionization 

process can be used to excite the atomic and molecular species to higher lying energetic 

states. The spontaneous decay of these particles to lower energy levels is accompanied 

by the emission of a photon whose energy can be anywhere from the extreme ultraviolet 

(EUV) up to the near infrared (NIR). This vertical extent is typically referred to as the 

allroral zone and it corresponds to that region in which both visible and nonvisible 

photons are emitted due to the interaction of the charged particles, of external origin, with 

the atmosphere. Unlike the fairly constant and homogeneous solar UV induced ionization, 

the auroral process, due to precipitating charged particles, is characterized by its storm

like behavior: long-term unpredictability, highly variable strength, and spatial 

inhomogeneity3. 

The total amount of the excess particle energy isn't always used to excite the atoms and 

molecules, some energy can be carried off by the electron that is liberated from the 

ionization process. This secondary electron can now interact with more molecules as it 

moves downward and the same process or processes can occur again. This scenario can 

happen numerous times depending on the initial energy of the charged particle thereby 

creating secondary secondaries (i.e. tertiaries) almost ad infinitum. A single 200 keY 
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proton can produce more than 5500 electrons according to one auroral model4
. In fact 

one of the difficulties with the models is accurately determining the number of secondary 

electrons as well as the energy distribution of these particles. 

1.2: Proton Interaction Processes 

As protons precipitate into the atmosphere they can interact with the atmospheric 

constituents via one of two collisional processes. They can be scattered elastically, in 

which case there is effectively no energy change in colliding with the more massive atoms 

or molecules and only angular deflection results (this would be analogous to the classic 

billiard ball collision process). Protons can also undergo inelastic collisions in which 

there is a change in internal energy of one or both of the collision partners and kinetic 

energy is not conserved. This change in energy of the collision products could be 

manifested as an excitation of electronic, vibrational, or rotational states of the 

atmospheric collision partner, the excitation of a resulting hydrogen atom, ionization of 

the atmospheric species, or a combination of all of these. 

These basic collision processes are complicated by the fact that the proton can capture 

an electron which transforms it into an uncharged neutral hydrogen atom. Being neutral 

it is no longer affected by the earth's magnetic field, its trajectory will cease being helical, 

and it will now continue along a straight line path until it has another collision and the 

electron is removed. This sequence of charge exchanges, as depicted in Figure 3, results 

in an initial narrow beam of protons spreading out as it penetrates the earth's atmosphere. 

This spreading out of the proton-hydrogen flux gives rise to auroral features that can span 
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many kilometers. 

The charge exchange processes are electron captllre and ionization stripping. Electron 

capture from an atmospheric species, M, is, 

H~ + M ~ HO + M· 

while ionization-stripping takes the form 

HO+M~H·+M+e 

(1) 

(2) 

where H· refers to the proton, HO the neutral hydrogen atom, and e the electron. Once 

the hydrogen atom is formed it can also take part in a number of intermediate processes 

before being converted back to a proton by ionization-stripping. These include ionization, 

excitation, and elastic scattering of the species M itself. If the proton remains intact it 

too can undergo these same interactions with the atmospheric constituents. 

Excitation of hydrogen by impact excitation and electron capture and the subsequent 

emission at various wavelengths is the key to identifying and distinguishing between 

electron and proton induced aurorae, or a combination of both. The excitation reactions 

for HO and If" are impact excitation 

(3) 

and electron capture 

(4) 

where the raised asterisk refers to an excited state of the hydrogen atom. If the hydrogen 

atoms are excited to the n=3 state they then spontaneously decay emitting Balmer and 

Lyman radiation at specific frequencies, i.e. 
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(5) 

where h is Planck's constant and u is the frequency of the radiation. Lines of both the 

Balmer and Lyman series appear in the auroral spectrum when the auroral emission is 

partly or wholly excited by incoming energetic protons. Due to their unique signature, 

which indicates that a flux of protons is entering the earth's atmosphere, a quantitative 

determination of this flux can give important information concerning the energy 

deposition and transport mechanisms involved in the proton precipitation. In particular 

an analysis of the Doppler broadened Balmer alpha (Hex) and Balmer beta (Hp) line 

shapes reflects the angular and velocity distributions of the incident protons5
• 

From the above discussion it can be seen that a multitude of collision processes can 

occur. By knowing what fraction of the total flux is responsible for ionization, excitation 

(of the hydrogen atom or the atmospheric species), electron capture, and others a 

comprehensive and useful model can be constructed that identifies how and over what 

ranges the proton flux is depositing its energy. A model allows the interpretation of 

experimentally derived intensity measurements of the emissions stimulated by the proton 

events. However, to accomplish this task the aforementioned fractions must be known, 

and once they are known they must be integrated into the model. These fractions are 

directly related to the probability that a proton will interact with an atom or molecule via 

one or more of these collision processes. The measure of the probability that a given type 

of collision will occur under given conditions is defined as the cross section. The cross 

section is dependent on the relative velocities of the interacting particles as well as the 
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geometry of the encounter. During the encounter the particles must approach with 

sufficient speed to overcome any repulsive forces but stay close enough to remain within 

each other's spheres of interaction. Theoretical computations of cross sections are very 

complex and extensive calculations have been done for only the simplest atomic structures 

like H and He. Owing to the complexity of molecular structures, including O~ and N:, 

quantum mechanical calculations of cross sections for these species is precluded. 

Therefore cross sections must be determined almost exclusively using experimental 

techniques. Since the cross sections are integral and indispensable components of any 

auroral model their necessity is without question. Laboratory measurements of the 

relevant cross-sections are mandatory if meaningful model results are to be expected. 

1.3: Hydrogen Atom Emissions 

The aurorally important features emitted by H* are Lyman-alpha (La), Ha, and Hp, at 

wavelengths of A1216, 6563, and 4861 Angstrom(A) respectively. Prior to rocket and 

satellite measurements the observation of Ha and Hp emissions was the only indication 

that an external source of charged particles was entering the earth's atmosphere. 

Birkeland had proposed as early as 1896 that the aurora was caused by extraterrestrial 

electrons, but this was not verified until the advent of in-situ measurements made possible 

with space flight vehicles. It is well established now that electrons are responsible for the 

largest fraction of auroral emissions, however proton fluxes can account for virtually all 

of the emissions (in Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) events) or as little as a few percent, 

though values of from 10 to 25 percent are typically cited. The interest in the study of 
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the hydrogen aurora (i.e. the aurora caused by the mixed H~IH beam) stems from the need 

for a better understanding of the auroral flux, the collision processes it is involved in, and 

therefore the energy deposition of the If"" IH beam. The reason for this interest is 

grounded in the fact that effectively all electrons are the same, i.e. they are 

indistinguishable one from the other, whereas a H~ IH interaction is typified by its 

hydrogen emission, an event unique to an excited hydrogen atom. With electron 

precipitation it is extremely difficult to determine if the electrons are primaries (i.e. the 

initial electron entering the upper atmosphere), secondaries, or secondary secondaries 

(tertiaries) since the profiles are the result of intensity measurements only. With an 

energy distribution that spans from fractions of an electron volt (eV) to 10,000 eV6 the 

difficulty in correlating individual energies with specific electrons is readily apparent. 

The main stumbling block is the ionization process since it is a "source" of secondary 

electrons that have their own energy distribution. The auroral electron transport problem 

therefore involves both an external and internal source of ionization and excitation. 

Because of this and due to the fact that the electrons cannot be distinguished, the 

measurement of electron intensity is the sum total of all of these electrons with different 

energies and different origins; therefore it is virtually impossible to follow the history of 

a single auroral electron as it moves through the atmosphere. 

Similar problems plague the hydrogen auroral transport analysis, however with the 

uniqueness of the hydrogen emissions the number of possible interaction processes is 

reduced. Secondary electrons are still produced via ionizing collisions from the H~ fH 
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interaction with the atmosphere, and these electrons are not distinguishable from those 

resulting from the primary electron ionization processes, but due to the previously 

mentioned uniqueness of the hydrogen emissions the analysis is less complicated since 

these electrons are not the cause of hydrogen excitations. 

A certain fraction of the li/H flux will participate in either charge exchange collisions 

followed by excitation of the neutral hydrogen atom or direct collisional excitation of the 

H atom. The spontaneous radiative decay of the excited atom will result in a hydrogen 

emission line. Via either ground based (in the case of Ha or Hp emissions) or satellite 

based sensors (for the La radiation) the intensities of these emissions can be measured. 

The intensity measurements represent data sets that can be compared to calculated results. 

Using the H+ /H flux, the proton energy distribution, and the laboratory based cross 

sections for various collisional processes, models have been formulated4
•
5
•
7

•
8 that predict 

the emission intensities for the various reactions. A strong correlation between these 

calculated intensities and those that are directly observed gives insight into the validity 

of the processes believed to be occurring in the aurora. 

The critical components needed in model formulations are the H+/H flux fractions, the 

energy distribution, and the cross sections for the collisional processes that occur. Van 

Zyl has determined the charge-state-equilibrated flux fractions for a H+ /H beam moving 

through the atmosphere9
• From figure 4 it can be seen that the flu)'; fractions are 

extremely energy dependent, with the H atom flux dominating below about 35 keY, while 

the H" flux is responsible for the greatest portion above 35 keY, rising to nearly 100% 
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at 200 keY. These fractions are reflections of the energy dependence of the electron 

capture and ionization stripping mechanisms. The fractions are directly dependent on the 

electron capture and ionization stripping cross sections and are formally represented by 

F(H) = a lO / (a lO + aol ) 

and 

F(H-) = aOl / (a1o + am) 

(6) 

(7) 

where F(H) is the hydrogen atom flux fraction, F(Ir) is the proton flux fraction, and a 10 

and aOI are the total cross sections for electron capture and ionization stripping, 

respecti vely. 

A number of various energy distribution formulations have been proposed to cover the 

auroral energy spectrum. With typical W energies for nighttime proton aurorae ranging 

from 3 to 100 keYS, polar cusp aurorae having energies in the 1 keY range4 and peA 

events, associated with polar glow aurorae, with energies in the millions of electron 

voItslO
, the difficulty in characterizing this extensive range of energies can be understood. 

The distribution that appears to fit the data4 (in particular for the nighttime aurora) most 

accurately is Maxwellian in form. The proton energy distribution for the case where the 

average proton energy is 50 keY is shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5 the import of 

protons having energies in excess of 100 keY is apparant, accounting for approximately 

30% or more of the total. 

The bulk of the experimental cross section data has concentrated on the energy range 

from 1 to 50 keY. This makes sense in that this comprises the range of most import to 
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the majority of auroral problems. But the importance of the low and high-energy tails in 

the distribution cannot be discounted (as seen from Figure 5). Though the energy range 

above 100 keY may only account for 3 to 4% of the total incoming protons (for events 

where the average energy is 10 keY) their affects on the interaction processes can be 

substantial. These high-energy particles will have large numbers of collisions during their 

energy degradation as they travel through the atmosphere, and their influence on auroral 

emissions can be considerable. Since the flux fraction, 11 fH, goes up with energy this 

indicates that the majority of the flux will be comprised of protons. Though this high

energy portion of the distribution is relatively small this flux fraction shift to Ir particles 

will result in multiple collisions down to the 50 km level. Therefore though the cross 

section for electron capture and excitation goes down with energy, the sheer number of 

H~ versus H particles makes these collision processes ones that cannot be discounted even 

at high energies. For this reason the need for cross section data well above 100 kev is 

imperative if a comprehensive analysis of auroral interactions is to be completed. 
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CHAPTER 2: DISCUSSION OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

2.1: Literature Review 

Numerous cross sectional studies for electron capture in N;: have been conducted 

since the initial measurements in the mid fifties ll
. These experiments are important in 

that they demonstrate the dependence on initial proton energy, and therefore 

characterize the particular energy regions of interest. As helpful as these data are in 

elucidating the proton interaction problem, they cannot identify the specific excitation 

processes that often accompany this phenomenon, and are thusly incapable of 

quantifying the energy losses due to each unique photon emission. This information is 

contained within the excitation/emission cross section data for the interaction of H-

and H with N:, 0 1, and O. 

The verification by Meinel in 1951 11 that there were Doppler-shifted Balmer 

emissions, stimulated by high velocity proton bombardment into the atmosphere, was 

soon followed by laboratory measurements of cross sections for Balmer and Lyman 

radiation. The ability to monitor Ha and HI} emissions from ground-based 

observatories intensified the interest in making laboratory based determinations of the 

cross-sections since it was realized that these data were crucial to the formulation of 

any kind of model calculations needed to facilitate the understanding of this 

phenomenon. As satellite intensity measurements became available, previously 

postulated Lyman emissions were verified. Cross sections for reactions involving 

electron capture by H- into H*(nl) states are needed if interpretations of these 
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observations are to be made. 

A large number of cross-section studies have been conducted for these processes, 

with the preponderance being done for the Balmer emissions. Located in the visible 

portion of the spectrum, where atmospheric absorption problems are minimal, these 

spectra are more readily accessible to spectral analysis techniques. However there are 

problems with contamination of the Ha and Hp features by Nz and O2 molecular lines. 

In the case of La there is possible contamination by some very weak spectra in the 

Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) molecular nitrogen system with band heads located 

approximately at wavelengths of AI259 and 1273 Al3. Calculations of the Franck

Condon factors applicable to this system show that for the v' equal to 8 and 9 the 

population of these states would be a minute fraction of the 2p state, resulting in a 

contribution to the total integrated intensity that would effectively be zero. To date 

La cross-sectional studies have been concentrated in the low energy region of the 

proton spectrum, from about 0.1 to 50 keY. With the majority of the energy spectrum 

data indicating that the peak of the proton flux occurs around 10 keY the interest in 

this energy range is understandable. However, very little experimentation has been 

done in the 100 keY and above energy region (that portion of the spectrum previously 

referred to as the high-energy tail of the Maxwellian energy distribution). While 

relatively few proton showers have average energies above 100 keY, the 

aforementioned high-energy tail cannot be dismissed because of the domination of the 

H'" component of the H+/H flux at high particle energies as shown in Figure 4. 
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Though the high-energy fraction of the proton distribution is relatively small (for 

typical auroral events) from 100 to 300 keY, 80 to 97% of the total H·/H flux will be 

W particles. With the La emission being in the VUV region of the spectrum, electron 

capture into this highly energetic state can result in substantial amounts of energy 

being deposited into the atmosphere even though the total flux is not large. It is 

apparent that emission cross-sections for H· collisions are particularly important over 

this energy range and in this spectral region. 

In his review of the electron capture and excitation processes in 1993 14 Van Zyl 

noted that the data for the La cross-sections at low energies were fairly consistent, 

most measurements being within about 30% of one another. However at high energies 

he stated that lithe available data were judged too inconclusive to analyze ll
• His 

statement was precipitated by the fact that most observations had been made within the 

first few centimeters of the target chamber interaction region. This is a potential 

problem since at higher energies the proton velocity is higher, which increases the 

distance into the target chamber the excited H atom will penetrate prior to decaying. 

With the long lived H*(ns) and H*(nd) states the excited atoms will emit their photons 

well past the typical observation region, resulting in a loss of information from the La 

emissions due to the cascade processes ns ~ 2p ~ 1 s for n 2:: 3 and nd ~ 2p ~ 1 s for n 

2:: 3. For example a 5 keY proton will have a velocity of 9.8 x 107 cm/sec. At this 

velocity the distance an excited H*(3d) atom would travel, on average, before it 

decays (the distance,d, being the product of the velocity and the "mean life", 't, of the 
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excited state, i.e. d = v t) would be about 15 cm. A 50 keY atom would travel an 

additional 33 cm for a total of 48 cm. Therefore observing the emission at a distance 

of 5 cm into the target chamber (a typical value for most of the experiments) in the 5 

keY case would result in detecting about 81 % of the cascade contributions to the 3d 

~ 2p transition and at the larger velocity this number would be reduced to 35%. This 

points out the importance of making observations at the correct distance if the majority 

of the cascade emissions are to be observed. At low energies, below 10 keY, this is 

not a significant problem since the proton velocities are much smaller and the distance 

traveled prior to decay is not that large and therefore the target chamber dimensions 

are also within a workable range. To make a collision chamber/observation system 

that can fulfill the high energy requirements would require a target cell whose 

dimensions were on the order of meters in length, a formidable task even for the best 

experimentalist since scatter would broaden the beam and particles would hit the sides, 

or due to the broadening the observation region (i.e. the volume) will now be 

dependent on the position at which the measurements are made. 

According to Born-approximation calculations15 and supportive data from 

experimental work 16 most of the electron capture occurs into the H(ns) states at higher 

H- energies, so the lost cascade contributions to the La. cross-section should be 

predominantly from the H*(ns) states. With the H*(ns) states having mean lives 

ranging from 1.6 to 7.6 x 10.7 seconds, for the n=3, 4, and 5 states, a target chamber 

would have to be on the order of five meters in length to account for all of the 
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cascade transitions. Figure 6 is a graph of the mean lives of the ns and nd states 

compared to that of La. The difference in the mean lives is dramatic as Figure 6 

demonstrates. This inaccessible information can make a significant contribution to the 

"total" La cross-section. The data indicate that the cascade contribution is energy 

dependent and in fact the total contribution generally increases with increasing energy, 

with the cascades due to the H(ns) states being an order of magnitude larger than the 

H(nd) states at energies greater than 50 keV for the Ir interaction with the rare gases, 

including Ar. A similar situation is seen for H- interaction with N1 and 0 2
16

• 

In regards to the La cross-sections at higher energies the question is, are the cascade 

contributions significant (relative to the uncertainties in the measurements and 

associated calculations) and if they are significant how can they be dealt with. 

Focusing on the high-energy data compiled by Van Zyl et al. 16 for the La emission 

the sources of error are due to: (I) the "laboratory measured" La cross-sections 

(which include all observable contributions from cascades) (2) the Ha and Hp cross

section measurements used to calculate cascade fractions (3) the model calculations 

to determine the cascade contributions from the upper lying n~ 5 states and (4) the 

effects of polarization of the La light. Coupled with these direct error sources a 

number of adjustments to certain data sets were deemed necessary since numerous 

experimenters had normalized their data to that of Pretzer el al. /7 These data were 

deemed incorrect due to a problem with Doppler shifting of the La signal with 

increasing W energy as it passed through the narrow-bandpass 02-gas filter used to 
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isolate the Ltl line. This adjustment alone amounts to an increase of 22%. Though 

the revision was not made there was an estimate of a 5 to 10% increase in the data of 

Hughes et al. 18 related to their observation of the La light at a dis.tance approximately 

three times farther into the target chamber than Pretzer et al. 17 At this viewing 

distance Hughes et al. 18 would have observed a larger fraction of the cascade 

transitions than Pretzer et aI.l7, therefore requiring an upward adjustment of the data. 

The average size of each of these error sources for the high energy experiments, as 

estimated by Van Zyl et aI. 16
, is as follows: (I) +/- 25% for the "measured" La 

cross-sections (2) +/- 20% for the Ha and Hp cross-section measurements (3) +/-

20% for the model calculations used for the cascade transitions (where the errors for 

n=5 are +/- 50% and for n~6 the uncertainty can be as high as +/- 100%; however 

with a contribution estimated at <10% this reduces the weight of the error to the value 

cited) (4) +/- 10% for the polarization effects (though at higher energies where the 

ns~2p transitions dominate the La light is effectively unpolarized since the initial ns

state wave function is symmetric) Assuming that all of the errors are uncorrelated, the 

errors can be added in quadrature to give the final error estimate. 

How are all of these errors related to one another? In the scheme worked out by 

Van Zyl and Neumannl9 the quantities are related as 

cr(La) = crex(2p) + crcas(2p) 

and 

crm(as(La) = crex(2p) + Fcrcas(2p) 

(8) 

(9) 
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where O'(La) is defined as the "actual" La cross-section, O'e)J2p) is the cross-section for 

direct excitation to the 2p state, O'cas(2p) is the cross-section for cascade transitions to the 

2p state from the upper lying ns and nd states, O'meas(La) is the experimentally measured 

La cross-section, and F represents the fractions of the total cascade population of the 2p 

state of hydrogen which would result in La radiation when observed at a specific distance 

into the target chamber. To get the actual value of the La cross-section a number of 

numerical calculations must be completed. The tabulated values are then related to the 

measured quantities via (8) and (9). Solving for O'e,,(2p) in (9) and substituting into (8) 

results in 

( 10) 

From equation (10) it can be seen that in the ideal case when 100% of the cascade 

population is observed, O'(La) = O'meas(La). 

The actual or true La cross-sections are determined by a technique that incorporates 

measured Ha and Hp cross-sections, model calculations, and scaling laws. Using this 

information a set of excitation cross-sections for the ns and nd states of hydrogen for 

these reactions is estimated for all states with 3 ~ n ~ 10. These state excitation cross

sections are then multiplied by the appropriate branching ratios for their decay to the 2p 

state to obtain effective cross-sections for cascade population of the 2p state from these 

higher-lying states. This is what the term O'cas(2p) represents. The fractions F of the total 

cascade population of the 2p state of hydrogen were also needed since this represents the 

portion that would be seen as La light at the experimentally chosen observation distance 
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into the target chamber. These fractions were calculated from the known radiative 

lifetimes (i.e. the t'S) for the ns and nd states and the individual contributions to O'cas(2p) 

from each of these states (i.e. the transition probabilities from the upper lying state to the 

2p state). Knowing that the radiative lifetime of the 2p state itself is at least two orders 

of magnitude faster than any of the cascades, the cross-section for direct excitation to the 

2p state could be determined using equation (9). Once O'cxc(2p) is known the true La 

cross-section, O'(La)' follows directly from (8). 

From equation (9) it can be seen that the calculated value of O'cxc(2p) depends in no 

small part on the accuracy of F and O'cas(2p). Therefore since O'cxc(2p) is critical to the 

actual Lyman alpha cross-section via (8), both F and O'cas(2p) carry substantial weight in 

the overall results for O'(La). From the data of Van Zyl et al. 16 (as depicted in Figure 7) 

at 10 ke V the fraction of the total Lyman alpha cross-section from cascades from the ns 

and nd states accounts for approximately 35%, with equal fractions coming from the ns 

and nd states. At 80 keV this percentage increases to around 60%, and the contributions 

from the nd states are effectively zero, being an order of magnitude below those for the 

ns states. Theory and data show that the nd states will contribute very little to the 

cascade portion, but at the same time it might seem curious that the experimentally 

measured cross-sections are approximately equal to the direct electron capture into the 2p 

state. Upon reflection this makes sense since in all of the experiments done at high 

energies it was virtually impossible to observe more than 10 to 20% of the cascade 

contributions from the long lived ns states since the observation distance was never more 
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than 5 em into the target cell. At 90 keY for example the percentages seen for the 3s, 

45, and 5s cascade transitions would have been, 27, 12, and 6% respectively. Therefore 

with crca5(2p) very small, equation (9) shows that crmm(LIX) :: crm (2p). 

So what are the best results, for measurements of the total LIX cross-sections at high 

energies, that can be expected given the experimental constraints as outlined above? A 

truly correct measurement would be one in which "all" cascade contributions from "all" 

levels were accounted for, from n=3 up to the series limit. However, to even account for 

all of the cascades from the 5s level alone would require observations at a distance greater 

than 5 meters downstream of the initial interaction region. Just a few of the problems 

associated with such a measurement are; the detection of extremely weak light levels, 

collisional deexcitation of the excited hydrogen atom, and spreading of the beam resulting 

in the diffusion of the signal strength. These problems and others are compounded to an 

even greater degree as one attempts to make measurements of higher level cascades and 

therefore greater downstream distances. 

For low-energy measurements the approach used by Van Zyl and others (as outlined 

above) would appear to give acceptable "actual" LIX cross-section values, though they are 

not exact by virtue of the technique utilized to determine them and the inherent disparities 

in the data from one experimenter to the other. Looking again at Figure 7 the laboratory 

measured data, up to 3 keY, agree quite well with the actual LIX cross-sections, shown by 

the solid line, as calculated from equation (8). However, above this energy the 

disagreement starts to become noticeable. At 6 keY the error (relative to the actual) 
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between the actual and measured is 27%, while at 90 keY this increases to 47%. At 40 

keY the results of Adreev el al. ~o and Hughes el al. 18 differ by 18 and 15% respectively, 

giving an average of 16.5%. Why are these data almost twice as accurate as the 6 keY 

case, and yet the proton energy is more than six times as large, putting them into a region 

where in theory the measured data should be much farther removed from the actual since 

fewer cascade transitions would be detected. This brings into question the consistency 

of the experimental data and the importance it has in the entire scheme of the cross

section comparisons. 

Looking specifically at the data of Hughes et at. at 80 kev, as quoted from their paper, 

they cite measurement errors of +/- 50% (due primarily to the error in the absolute La

detector calibration). Coupling this uncertainty with the +/- 20% value for the cascade 

calculations, and a relatively small error in F (due primarily to beam particle velocity and 

lifetime inaccuracies) of approximately 7%, it is evident that the error is dominated by 

the laboratory measured component, CJmcas(La). From equation (10), and combining the 

errors in quadrature, the total error in the "actual" La cross-section, CJ(La), is +/- 58%. 

From Figure 7 this empirical/calculated value is 1 x 10-17 cm:!. With the uncertainty 

included this is equal to 1.0 +/- 0.58 x 10-17 em:!, which gives a range of values from 4.2 

x 10-18 to 1.58 x 10-17 cm:!. From Figure 7 it can be seen that the lower limit includes 

"both" CJcas(2p) and CJcl(2p). In fact with an uncertainty of +/- 50% for the laboratory 

measurements themselves, without including the inaccuracies in CJcas(2p) and F, a lower 

limit of 3.0 x 10-18 cm:! results, a value 33% below CJcl(2p). 
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What this analysis points out is the import of "all" the components used to determine 

cr(La)' Depending on the set of data that are being examined the magnitude of the 

contributing errors can shape the final value of cr(La.) in a variety of either positive or 

negative ways. Looking at the data of Van Zyl et al. at the lower end of the energy 

spectrum it is apparent that the high correlation between the measured and actual La 

cross-sections is due to the relatively small errors in crmeas(La.) and crcas(2p) plus the fact 

that crcas(2p) is so much smaller than crex(2p). The combination of these factors indicates 

that the experimental environment was conducive to the observation of the greatest 

fraction of cascade transitions and via equations (8) and (9) the minimized weight of 

crcas(2p) is seen in the ensuing overlap of crmeas(La.) and cr(La.)' At the high-energy end 

of the spectrum, however, with a much smaller fraction of the cascade contributions being 

observed, in conjunction with the fact that crcas(2p) now has equal weight with crtx(2p), 

plus an increase in uncertainties in crmeas(La.) of Hughes et al. to +/- 50%, all tend to 

increase the difference between the measured and actual La. cross-sections as seen 

explicitly from equation (10) and as shown in Figure 7. Therefore even if the 

uncertainties in the measured data were significantly reduced, the inability to observe all 

of the cascade contributions at high-energy will result in an increased disparity between 

cr(La.) and crmeas(La.). So in the high-energy region of the spectrum the experimental 

limitations effectively conspire to significantly reduce the amount of La. light that can be 

detected, in the worst possible place, since now the cascade contribution has increased 

from about 35 to 60% of the total, ultimately limiting the accuracy of the "actual" La. 
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cross-section. This indicates that high-energy experiments, by virtue of the environment 

in which they are constrained, cannot be as accurate as their low-energy counterparts. 

However, though the measured and actual La cross-sections will never agree, the 

measured values can still contribute needed information to the cross-section data base 

which is critical to proton auroral model analysis. 
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CHAPTER 3: COLLISION, EXCITATION, AND CASCADE PROCESSES 

3. I: Overview 

As protons shower into the atmosphere and interact with the gaseous constituents many 

different types of collision processes can occur that will either enhance or detract from 

the intensity of the auroral spectra that are observed. The most intense visual aurora that 

are seen are due to forbidden (i.e. metastable) transitions in atomic nitrogen and oxygen. 

Two of the most prominent transitions are the auroral green line, at A,5755 A, and the red 

doublet, at A,6300 and 6364 A respectively. With excited state lifetimes from I to 100 

seconds, these neutral and singly ionized 0 transitions can be seen only in the earth's 

atmosphere, effectively an experimental collision chamber of infinite dimensions. Being 

of such significant intensities, these lines deposit substantial amounts of energy into the 

atmosphere and are therefore very important to the determination of the overall energy 

budget of the aurora. Because of this, the measurements of their emission cross-sections 

would give invaluable information for upper atmospheric model analysis. However the 

measurement of such long-lived states is virtually impossible within the finite confines 

of the laboratory environment. After excitation an oxygen atom would have to travel 

more than a kilometer, undisturbed, before it would emit its visible photon. In the upper 

atmosphere, at heights of 300 km and above, where the mean time between collisions is 

on the order of seconds, this occurs with great regularity. But in the laboratory it would 

be inconceivable to construct a collision chamber that would allow such times of flight. 

So in the collision chamber excitation occurs, but within fractions of a second the atom 
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collides with the wall and is deexcited or quenched, giving up its energy thermally before 

it can be emitted as the light that would reveal the excitation cross-section that is so vital 

to the auroral model calculations. 

What interaction processes are involved in the increase or decrease in emissions from 

a given atomic transition? In the case of atomic ions, like H·, that bombard the upper 

atmosphere, a variety of interactions can occur. These include collisional population of 

an excited state due to electron capture and subsequent excitation to an upper state; direct 

collisional population of a higher lying state from an initially less energetic state; 

population from upper level excited states to a lower lying excited state via the cascade 

mechanism; depopulation of the upper state via collisional quenching; and spontaneous 

decay of the excited state which also decreases the population of the state. All of these 

processes occur essentially uninhibited in the earth's atmosphere, however, with the time 

constraints dictated by the finite lifetimes of the excited states it is extremely difficult and 

in some cases impossible to observe the emissions of numerous transitions in the 

laboratory environment. 

3.2: Atomic Parameters 

A group of excited levels in an atom are characterized by the following parameters and 

constants. Each state i is identified by three parameters; its energy, E" its transition 

probability/sec, a.i, and its mean. life t, = 1/0.,. Each state i can also be populated with N, 

atoms (where N, represents the total number, or number/volume, of atoms in excited state 

i). Excited states can decay (make radiative transitions) to lower states and emit photons. 
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In Figure 8 upper state I can decay to anyone of three final states, i, j, and k. The 

particular transition that occurs is probabilistic (statistical) in nature. For example state 

I decays to state j with probability/sec of AIJ . Likewise Alk and AIo are the transition 

probability/sec for the state I to go to k and i. Since state I must go to one of these three 

final states, the total probability for decay, 0.1' must equal the sums of the three individual 

probabilities. This results in 

(II) 

0.1 = transition probability/sec for excited state I to decay (disappear) by all means. If 

other decays were also allowed, but not observed, we would then have 0.1 > L Ir. 

During a transition from I-tJphotons are emitted with wavelength Alc, frequency VIr, and 

energy Elf. Mathematically this is expressed as 

EIC = hvlc = hc/~c = hc/alc where all· = lIAlc (12) 

where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and a lf= lIAlf. When a population 

of states I decay to J emitting many photons the number of photons emitted/sec is 

proportional to the population NI and AIC' the probability/sec for this particular transition 

I -t J to occur. Therefore 

number/sec x AlcNI or photons emitted/sec = NIAlf (13) 

The power emitted, P, is given by 

(photons emitted/sec) (energy/photon) = PIC = NIAIChvlf = P(erg/sec) (14) 

The power emitted by a particular transition is usually called the intensity, I, of the 

spectral line. The ratio of spectral line intensities (power) is 
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Figure 8: Transitions from the I to the k, j, and i states. The total transition probability 
is <XI = Alk + AI) + All· 
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I,/Ih = P'kiPh = N,A'khv'k / N,Ahhvh = A'k V'k / Ahvh ( 15) 

A'k/ Ah is called the branching ratio. If the wavelengths emitted are close to one another 

(A"k :::: Ah) then the ratio of the intensities of two lines is given by their transition 

probabilities/sec. Also the fraction A,/a, is the fraction of decays that go from 1 ~ f 

compared to all possible decays by any means. The excited state population is related to 

a and the A's as well as the cross-section, 0'" for excitation to the level I. By measuring 

the intensity, I, of the emission for the transition of interest the cross-section can be 

calculated. Once this value is know it can be integrated into the appropriate models. 

When an atom is excited to state 1 it will spontaneously decay, to a lower state j, 

emitting a photon of wavelength, A,l' with A dependent on the particular transition in 

question. If no other collisional phenomenon are occurring and cascades can be ignored, 

the change in the excited state population of the 1 state, dN,*, is solely due to the decay 

process and is related to a, and N,* as 

(16) 

which is the standard formulation for any natural decay process. Rearranging equation 

(16), and integrating with the boundary condition that at time, t = 0, N,* = N,*(O) results 

in the relationship 

( 17) 

where N,*(O) represents the excited state population at t = O. Recalling how I, N,*, and 

A'k are related from equation (14), and substituting from ( 17) into (14) gives the following 

I'k = AlkN,* = A'kN,*(O) exp ( -a,t ) = 1(0) exp ( -a,t ) (18) 
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with l(O) = AlkNI*(O), the intensity of the transition at t = O. This is the well known 

exponential decay of excited state populations and spectral lines. 

Of course unless the state I is already populated 1(0) would be zero, so there must be 

some mechanism in place for population of the I state to occur. Once the intensities and 

times are measured equation (18) will give a quantitative value of 0.1, Measuring the 

intensities using various spectroscopic techniques has been done for decades, however 

being able to measure the time interval, .1t = t - to, is not as straight forward. 

3.3: Beam-Foil E"Ccitation 

In the mid-sixties a technique was developed by which the position and velocity of the 

excited atom, and therefore the time of excitation, could be determined. This technique, 

called beam-foil (BF) spectroscopy, uses a collimated monoenergetic beam of ions which 

passes through a very thin (500 A) foil. The foil located at position, x = 0, ionizes and 

excites the beam particles. Upon emerging the beam is now comprised of numerous 

charge states and excited states depending on the initial ion beam composition. As the 

excited atoms continue downstream they decay according to equation (18). For example 

in the simplest case when H+ ions are sent through the foil the resulting charge states 

would be either +1 or O. The neutral H atoms could also' be in any number of excited 

states. By fixing the observation position and scanning over the entire spectra the excited 

states can be identified. Isolating the particular line of interest and then scanning in the 

downstream direction will result in an exponential signature, as anticipated from equation 

(18). Since the beam originated from an accelerator whose energy can be determined 
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accurately within a few percent, the velocity, v, of the particles can be calculated. Since 

the energy of the particles is all kinetic energy, the velocity is related to the kinetic 

energy (KE) as, v = (2KE/m)I::. Knowing v and x allows the determination of t from t 

= xlv. Substitution into equation (18) gives the working equation 

(19) 

where a.t has been replaced by l/'tl' All the parameters in equation (19) can be measured 

directly except Alk and NI*(O). If Alk is known or if a specific line is chosen in which 

there is only one transition possible (meaning A = a.) then the excited state population can 

be calculated. However, the mechanism by which the state became populated is not 

known since the excitation of the atom occurred within the 500 A thickness of the foil 

itself. Nor in this particular case is the excitation probability (i.e. the excitation cross

section) known, since again the excitation medium, a thin foil, is effectively a solid in 

which charge transfer and excitation processes are occurring that are not readily defined 

in either a spatial or temporal sense. 

3.4: Beam-Gas Excitation 

When the excitation/charge transfer medium is a gas, rather than a foil, the excitation 

cross-section can be determined; but now as the beam particles travel through the gas the 

creation of the excited state by collision is in competition with depopulation of the state 

from the spontaneous decay of the excited state. This complicates the experimental 

analysis. 

In beam-gas (BG) experiments the monoenergetic beam of ions enters a gas cell In 
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which the pressure is high enough to increase the probability of collision, thereby 

reducing the mean free path, A, so that a significant fraction of the ions will undergo 

charge transfer and excitation. The gas at constant density along the beam interacts with 

the initial ground state beam particles causing the excited state population of the beam 

to increase with distance downstream from the entrance to the chamber. This interaction 

excites both beam and gas particles and therefore emission from both species will be 

detected. In this case the change in excited state population of the I state, for the beam 

particles, consists of two terms, one trying to increase the population and the other trying 

to decrease it. The change in the popUlation, dN,*, now takes the form 

(20) 

where J is the ion beam current in ions/sec, d, the unit length of beam in cm, 0"" the 

cross-section for producing the state I from a beam-gas collision, and 11, the number 

density of the gas in molecules/cm3
• Rearranging equation (20) and integrating with the 

boundary condition that at t = 0 N,*(O) = 0 the resultant equation is 

N,* = J11dO",t, [1 - exp (- x /vt,)] (21) 

Note that the boundary condition states that prior to entering the interaction region the 

excited state population must be zero since only ionic species exist prior to this point. 

Equation (21) represents the population and depopulation of beam particles, N,*. With 

the excited state population now defined according to equation (21), the intensity of the 

line follows from equation (18). Therefore the intensity of the line due to the transition 

from the I to the k state, under beam-gas conditions is 



Ilk = AlkNI* = Alk JlldO'ITI [ I - exp (- xiVTI) ] 

But Alk = TI, resulting in 
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(22) 

(23) 

Equation (23) makes three crucial assumptions that aren't necessarily valid for 

every case. These assumptions are: (l) there are no contributions to the Nt state due 

to cascades from upper levels, (2) the gas density is sufficiently low so that there is no 

collisional deactivation of the NI* state prior to its spontaneous decay, and (3) no direct 

collisional excitation of neutral atoms to the I level. The validity of these three 

assumptions depends on the particular transition being evaluated and the collision 

environment (i.e. the gas density) within the interaction region. In the case of the La 

transition, (2p~ls), cascades can occur from the higher lying nd and ns levels (as shown 

in Figure 9), giving transitions nd~2p~ls for the nd levels and ns~2p~ls for the ns levels. 

These levels are populated and depopulated as is any other level, given by equation (21). 

Now, however, the rate of population increase and decrease for all competing processes 

must be considered (i.e. the cross-section for population of the 2p level, as well as its 

decay, must be compared with those of the nd and ns levels). Being highly sensitive to 

the kinetic energy of the incident ions, these rates will vary by ord(;r~, of magnitude over 

our energy range. 

Collisional quenching effects can also be important, if the density in the experimental 

chamber is to high, or if the path length is excessive. The direct collisional excitation of 

neutral gas atoms to the I state, after electron capture and excitation has occurred, is also 
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a function of the collision chamber gas density. Considering direct excitation, cascade, 

and collisional deactivation processes the change in the excited state population for the 

I level becomes 

where No is the neutral gas atom population, 0'01 is the cross-section for direct excitation 

from the ground state to the I level, Akl is the transition probability/sec for the cascade 

transition from the state k to I, Nk is the gas atom population of the kth level, and O'd is 

the cross-section for collisional destruction of the I state. Equation (22) shows that the 

electron capture/excitation, collisional deactivation, and direct excitation processes are all 

functions of the target chamber pressure/density. Therefore the correct choice of this 

pressure is crucial so that the transition of interest will be observed, while the direct 

excitation and collisional deactivation processes (that can interfere with the measurement), 

will either be eliminated or become statistically insignificant. This requires careful design 

of the experimental system and observation region, but the most important criterion is 

insuring that the single collision domain exists within the collision volume for the specific 

process under investigation (in this case the 2p~ls transition). This means that after an 

atomic ion enters the collision region, undergoes an electron capture/excitation event to 

a particular excited level, N*, it will not undergo another collision prior to its spontaneous 

decay by emission of a photon. The single collision domain is unique for each excitation 
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event, since the radiative lifetime, 't, is distinct for each level. Therefore the average 

distance the initially excited atom will travel before collision (its mean free path, A) is 

directly determined. The single collision domain for a particular transition requires that 

A » v 'to A beam particle, whose velocity is of the order of 107 to 108 cm/s, passing 

through a gas whose average molecular speeds are 5 x 10-1 cm/s, sees the gas molecules 

effectively at rest. In this case A is related to the gas number density, 11, and the cross

section for collision, a, as A = lI11a. Substituting this value into the single collision 

criterion results in lIna» V't. The velocity of 200 keY protons is 6.2 x 108 cm/sec. For 

the La transition with 't = 1.59 X 10.9 sec, v't = 1 cm. Adhering to the stated criterion 

requires A to be orders of magnitude larger. Using A = 100 cm, and a = 1 x 10.16 cm: 

(a typical value for a collisional destruction cross-section for this process~I), the requisite 

number density would be, 11 = 1 x 101-1/cm3, which corresponds to a pressure (at T = 76 

F = 297 K) of, P = 0.41 Pa = 3 x 10.3 torr = 3 mtorr. Therefore at a pressure of a few 

millitorr the mean free path is about 100 cm. Choosing the appropriate viewing length 

in the collision chamber insures that the probability of deexcitation of the La state prior 

to its decay will by very small. Observing a I cm length of beam at a distance of 

approximately 4 cm into the target cell guarantees 98% of the atoms excited to the 2p 

state will emit their La photons prior to undergoing further excitation or deexcitation by 

a second collision. The proper choice of chamber pressures and viewing lengths 

eliminates complications due to direct collisional excitation or collisional destruction 

effects. The only other major contribution to dN,* that needs to be considered is the 



increase in the excitation population from upper level cascades. 

3.5: Cascades 
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In equation (22) the third term represents the contributions from all of the upper levels 

that can make a transition to the I level, thereby increasing its population. This increase 

in population will result in an increase in emissions from the I level, which will ultimately 

affect the measured emission cross-section. In the simplest case atomic emission line 

spectra are the result of the spontaneous decay from a particular electronic excited level 

in an atom to a lower lying energy level. The selection rules that determine transitions 

are rooted in a quantum mechanical treatment of atomic boundary conditions and 

conservation principles. The Lyman series of the hydrogen atom involves transitions from 

the upper lying nllevels to the ground level Is state. As stated above the first line of the 

Lyman series is the La emission, (2p~ls) ",1216 A. The transition probability for this 

particular transition is 6.265 x 108/sec. The electron remains in the excited 2p level, on 

average, 1.59 x 10-9 sec. This unique transition produces La radiation but the upper ns 

and nd levels (where n = 3, 4, 5, 6 .... etc.) can "feed" the lower lying 2p level via radiative 

transitions causing an enhanced population of the 2p state and therefore an increase in La 

emission. The mechanism by which a lower state is fed by upper level states is called 

the cascade process. Figure 9 demonstrates cascades from the upper nd and ns levels 

filling up the n=2 (La) level. Cascade contributions to a particular level must be 

accounted for, as much as experiment will allow, since measured values of the emission 

cross-section that are affected by cascades will be smaller than the actual total cross-
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Figure 9: Cascades from the ns and nd levels, for 3~n~6, to the 2p state enhancing Lu 
decay. 
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section which is a sum of the cascades plus direct excitation. 

The subsequent population and depopulation of cascade levels follows the same 

formalism as that given in equation (22). The only difference being that the transition 

probability for each cascade level is different as is the collision cross-section for 

excitation to the particular level. Considering cascades adds a third term in the 

relationship governing the time dependent excited state population. When considering the 

2p level and a "single" cascade contribution into it from the 3s level, the change in 

population of the 2p level, dN~p is given by 

dN~p = - a.~pN2pdt + A(3s~2p)N3sdt 

and the population change in the 3s level is given by 

dN3s = - a 3sN3sdt 

(23) 

(24) 

where A(3s~2p) is the transition probability/sec for the 3s to decay to the 2p level and 

it is assumed that no cascades feed the 3s level. Solving equation (24) and substituting 

into equation (23) gives 

dN~p = - a 2pN2pdt + A(3s~2p)N3s(O) exp(- a.3st)dt (25) 

Equation (25) can be integrated by multiplying it by the integrating factor exp (- a:pt). 

Since the only transition possible for the 3s state is to the 2p state, then A(3s~2p) = a 3s' 

After making this substitution, collecting terms, and replacing a. with lit the solution can 

be expressed as 

N:p = N~p(O) exp (-x/vt~p) + (t~p / t:p - t 3s)N3s(O) exp(- x/vt:p) -

(26) 
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The population of the level is more complicated than what is predicted solely for the 

decay of a state. The three terms in equation (26) can be evaluated. The first term 

represents the decay from the 2p to the Is state (this is what would be seen if there were 

no cascades, meaning that a.3s = 0). The second term is the fraction "due to cascades" 

from the 3s into the 2p state that is now decaying from the 2p to the I s~ while the third 

term is the fraction decaying from the 3s to the 2p state. The equation can be positive 

or negative depending on the relative values of the radiative lifetimes for each level. For 

the 2p and 3s levels, the lifetimes are different by two orders of magnitude, with the 2p 

. 
lifetime being 100 times faster. The development of equation (26) assumes that the N:p(O) 

and N3s(0) states are initially populated at time t = O. This is true for the BF technique 

where t = 0 occurs when the beam exits the foil, and these states are definitely populated. 

However, in the BG experimental configuration the beam particles pass through the target 

gas and the collisions with the gas populates the states. For this case N:o(O) and N3s(0) 

populations are correctly described by equation (21). Making this adjustment the final 

form of the equation becomes 

This relationship describes the population of a "single" state affected by a "single" 

cascade as a beam of protons interacts with a gaseous target. Considering other cascade 
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contributions would create equations identical to equation (27) for each and every cascade 

sequence. All of these would have to be summed together to give the final "total" 

contribution from all cascades to the 2p level. For the 2p level the predominant cascade 

contributions come from the 3~~lO levels with both the nd and the ns levels cascading 

into the 2p state. Taking these into consideration would generate a total of 16 terms, 

identical in form to equation (27), except for the values for collision cross-sections for 

excitation to the specific levels, and the lifetimes of the states. Therefore the analysis of 

the emissions from the 2p state has become exceedingly complex as the number of 

cascade contributions accounted for increases. 
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

4.1: Ol'erview 

The extensive experimental system consists of six primary components. These are: (I) 

a 2 MeV Van de Graaff ion accelerator (2) a magnetic mass analyzer (3) the ionic 

beam transport system (i.e. the beam line) (4) the interaction (target) chamber (5) the 

spectrometer, and (6) the detection and data collection system. A diagram of the entire 

system is shown in Figure 10. Some of these components, such as the Van de Graaff 

accelerator and the magnet, were already in place and have been used for the last thirty 

years to do a variety of experiments, the majority of which were either directly or 

indirectly related to beam-foil spectroscopy. Other components were either modified or 

manufactured to fit into the whole system so that beam-gas collisions could be studied, 

and in particular electron capture into the 2p state of atomic hydrogen. The design of the 

system, from the beam line, to the target cell, to the bellows interface between the target 

chamber and the spectrometer, was dictated by the specific process being studied. Since 

the La emission is in the VUV, a region where even air at relatively low pressures 

absorbs this A1216A photon, the entire region from the target cell, through the 

spectrometer, to the detector, had to be evacuated. The accelerator tube of the Van de 

Graaff, the magnet, and the beam line itself also had to be at a vacuum of less than 10'; 

torr to insure delivery of the ions to the interaction region without being extinguished or 

quenched. These specific requirements dictate a spectrometer that can be evacuated to 

pressures in the 10.5 torr range, a window that is transparent at this wavelength, a detector 
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that is sensitive to photons in this energy range, and the general vacuum technology 

necessary to reach these pressures that are one hundred million times smaller than those 

that we live in on a day to day basis. 

4.2: Van de Graaff Accelerator 

The Van de Graaff accelerator is a Model AN-2000 manufactured by High Voltage 

Engineering Co. It is capable of accelerating ions over energy ranges from about 200 to 

2000 keV. The ions to be accelerated are produced by a radio frequency (RF) ion source 

located inside the charged high-voltage "terminal" of the accelerator. This hemispherical 

terminal or dome is maintained at a specific voltage potential by a drive belt that 

continuously removes electrons from the dome, leaving a net positive potential on the 

terminal relative to the lower end of the accelerator. As hydrogen gas is introduced into 

the source bottle the RF energy forms a plasma consisting of primarily hydrogen ions, 

along with some nitrogen and oxygen ions that are formed from the residual air that is 

present in the bottle. The positive ions are expelled or "extracted" by a potential applied 

to the anode (or probe) of the source bottle. The ions then continue to be accelerated by 

the uniform voltage gradient developed along the evacuated accelerator tube running down 

the middle of the accelerator. This cluster of accelerating ions constitutes a physical shaft 

or beam of current. This will be referred to as the ion beam current. The amount of ion 

beam current that can be generated is highly dependent on the pressure of the gas inside 

the source bottle. The ion source is tested over a range of pressures to determine the 

specific pressure where the current is maximized. This is very important since the larger 
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the ion current the greater the number of interactions in the target cell (refer to equation 

17) which results in an increased probability of observation of electron-capture into the 

2p state. Figure II shows the extreme dependence of the ion current on the pressure 

which must be optimized to augment the success of the experiment. 

4.3: Analyzing Magnet 

One of the most critical components of the system is the analyzing or bending magnet. 

When the plasma is formed in the ion source it is composed of all ions resident in the 

source bottle. Besides hydrogen, which is being bled into the source, residual air also 

occurs which contributes to a certain percentage of N~, O~, CO~, and H~O. The ionization 

of these gases will result in H-, H~"', N-, 0-, N~·, OH·, H~O" etc. The ionization process 

leaves all ions with the same charge of plus one, therefore the ion beam composition is 

a blend of all of these ionic species. The presence of these neutral and charged species 

is easily verified by observing the ion plasma through a hand-held grating spectrometer. 

To create a specific ion beam, like H-, requires the ability to separate one species from 

another. Since all ions have the same charge, they cannot be separated solely on this 

criterion. However, each ion does have its own unique mass, and by using the well 

known physics principle of the bending of moving charged particles in a magnetic field, 

the separation can be accomplished. A charged particle, q, of mass, m, passing through 

a magnet field, 8, at velocity, v, will be bent in a circular path having a specific radius, 

R. This radius depends on the charge and the mass of the particle. When the charged 

particle enters perpendicular to the B field, the magnetic force provides the centripetal 
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force necessary for circular motion. Equating the magnitudes of the magnetic and 

centripetal forces gives 

qvB = mv~ / R 

Or in terms of the radius, equation (28) takes the form 

R = mv / qB 

The energy, E, of an ion of mass, m is related to q, B, and R as 

E = (q~R ~ / 2) B ~ / m 

(28) 

(29) 

The ion deflected through a specific radius, and therefore into a specific direction, 

depends on the energy of the ion, the magnetic field causing the deflection, and the mass 

of the ion. In 1982 the constant of proportionality, k = q~R~ / 2, relating the energy, ion 

mass, and magnetic field strength was determined for beam line number 5 East~~, the same 

beam line that is being used for the present experiments. Its value is 7.75 +/- 0.04 a.m.u.

MeV/Gauss~. Since k depends on q and R only, it is a constant once it is determined for 

a specific beam line. However, if a different beam orientation is chosen (i.e. a different 

beam line) k will change because R is now different. Knowing k, the ion energy can be 

precisely determined by measuring the magnetic field. The uncertainty in energy 

therefore depends on the uncertainty of the B-field measurements. Using this we can 

measure ion beam energies to within a few percent. 

4.4: Beam Line 

The beam line constitutes the numerous sections of two inch inner diameter piping that 

transports the ion beam from the accelerator, through the analyzing magnet, to the 
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interaction region. The particular mass ion beam (H-, H:-, or H3- for these experiments) 

is selected via the magnet and directed into the longest (three meter) section of beam 

pipe. Since the integrity of the ion beam must be preserved during this journey a vacuum 

pressure on the order of 2 x 10-6 torr is maintained in this region. The mean free path in 

this section is about 200 m or 660ft, this guarantees that the probability of interaction 

with any residual air molecule will be less than one percent. Located within this section 

are the energy control-slits, which maintain beam stability. Small energy fluctuations 

within the Van de Graaffwill cause the ion beam to wander back and forth and move off 

target. To alleviate this, a control-slit feedback system was devised to essentially keep 

the Vande Graaff energy constant and prevent wandering of the ion beam. This system 

consists of an inner and outer rectangular piece of tantalum (referred to as a slit) separated 

such that the beam goes down the center between the two. If the ion beam drifts off line 

and starts to intercept one of the slits it creates a "slit current signal". An electronic 

feedback system uses this signal current to adjust the energy and bring the ion beam back 

to its centered position. In this way a homogeneous, constant energy ion beam is 

delivered to the target chamber during the course of the experiments. 

4.5: Interaction Chamber 

The interaction, or target chamber, consisted of a brass enclosure approximately 15 cm 

in length and 5 cm in diameter. Figure 12 is a diagrammatic representation of the 

chamber and its components. An electrically isolated 10 cm long aluminum cylinder, 

with a 6 mm diameter hole drilled along its axis, is located just before the chamber with 
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the north end of the cylinder flush with the beginning of the interaction region. The 

cylinder acts as a beam defining aperture and enables differential pumping of the target 

cell. The point is to have low pressure on the upstream side and high pressure on the 

downstream side. A high capacity four inch throat diffusion pump was located directly 

behind the south end of the aluminum cylinder to facilitate differential pumping of the 

target chamber. With differential pumping the upstream beam line pressures were 

maintained at less than 10-s torr, while the target chamber was at a pressure of 10-3 torr. 

A one inch diameter quartz window is located on the chamber side, opposite the 

spectrometer, while the side toward the spectrometer contains a 1 em diameter lithium 

fluoride window, with transmittance down to A.I050 A, necessary to insure arrival of the 

La photons at the spectrometer. The straight through optical axis, through the chamber 

to the spectrometer, permits the spectrometer to be calibrated with an external spectral 

source. The target gas is bled into the chamber through a port located below the quartz 

window. A feed line, equipped with a needle valve to adjust the gas flow rate, is attached 

to a regulated K-bottle of either N1 or 0 1, A 4 mm diameter, non conducting, glass tube 

extends from the top of the chamber into the middle of the interaction region, directly 

above the ion beam. This glass tube is interfaced via a one-quarter in stainless steel 

bellows to a model145AH-I MKS Instruments Baratron capacitive manometer differential 

pressure head. The tube location provides a direct measurement of the cell pressure in 

the beam-gas interaction zone. The use of a differential head is imperative since the 

interaction pressures for some of the experiments were less than 10-3 torr, therefore the 
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reference side of the differential head needed to be at a pressure at least two orders of 

magnitude less than the reference side to guarantee an acceptable pressure uncertainty 

in the interaction region. To accomplish this a stand-alone diffusion pump system was 

used to evacuate the reference side of the pressure sensor to a pressure in the 10.6 torr 

range. The manometer is connected to an electronics unit which provides excitation to 

the sensor along with temperature compensation which maintains the manometer at a 

constant temperature of 120° F. The entire chamber is connected to a flexible brass 

bellows which in tum is attached to the spectrometer. Both the spectrometer and bellows 

are evacuated to less than 10'; torr to allow passage of the La light from the target cell, 

through the lithium fluoride window to the spectrometer, and ultimately to the detector 

which measures the La signal. 

The ion charge (ion beam current) is measured by the entire target chamber which is 

electrically isolated from the rest of the beam line and the bellows. In this configuration 

the chamber acts as a Faraday cup, measuring the positive ion current that enters the cell. 

With the cell "floating" any problems with ejection of electrons from metal surfaces, or 

from the ion beam itself (which would cause errors in the measured current) are obviated. 

Since the ejected electrons will ultimately return to the walls of the enclosure their net 

effect on the current measurement will be zero. 

4.6: Spectrometer 

Possibly the most critical piece of analysis equipment is the McPherson, Model 225, 1.0 

meter, scanning, normal incidence, VUV spectrometer. Working in the extreme 
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ultraviolet (EUV) range of the electromagnetic spectrum requires a spectrometer that can 

be evacuated since the La. photon at :A..1216 A is readily absorbed by air at normal 

pressures. Attenuation of La. light, due to absorption by air, becomes significant in the 

earth's atmosphere at levels below about 70 km and the light never reaches the surface 

of the earth. The seventy kilometer level corresponds to a pressure of 0.05 mb or 40 

mtorr, more than four orders of magnitude smaller than that at the earth's surface. 

Therefore measuring wavelengths in this region requires an instrument that can operate 

at pressures well below 40 mtorr to guarantee that the signal will not be compromised by 

absorption. The McPherson is specifically made to be maintained at pressures less than 

0.01 mtorr. 

The spectrometer was equipped with a 600 line/mm, :A..1500 A blaze, concave, MgF 

coated grating. The theoretical inverse linear dispersion of this grating is 16.8 A/mm 

(0.0168 A//lm), a parameter that is also related to the resolving power of the grating. 

However, the grating is not perfect, and has a reflection efficiency that is quoted by the 

manufacturer at about 85%:B. Therefore the "actual" resolution of the spectrometer

optical-detector system will be much different than the idealized value that would be 

calculated using the inverse linear dispersion quoted above. Since other features of the 

spectrometer itself (such as grating alignment and slit symmetry) affect resolving power 

and line shape, the actual ability to resolve spectral lines must be determined 

experimentally. Figure 13 is a graph of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) 

intensity as a function of the spectrometer slit widths, using the 1..2894 A Hg line as a 
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Figure 13: Full width at half maximum (FWHM) versus slit width for 1500 A blaze 
grating. 
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spectral source. Calculations show that the experimental values are up to 20% larger than 

those predicted by theory. 

Choice of the grating is crucial as well, since maximization of the photomultiplier signal 

depends in no small part on the amount of light that reaches the detector, and therefore 

on grating parameters such as the blaze angle. Figures 14 and 15 show the difference in 

intensity of the ",1850 A Hg line using ",5000 A and ",1500 A blaze gratings, both with 

600 lines/mm. The intensity of the line is almost forty times greater using the ",1500 A 

blaze grating, indicating its definite superiority for measurements below ",2000 A. 

4.7: Signal Detection and Data Acquisition 

Once the Let wavelength has been isolated by the spectrometer the ",1216A photon is 

detected by an EMR Photoelectric Model 54IF-08-18 photomultiplier tube (PMT) with 

lithium fluoride window. The PMT is a direct application of the photoelectric effect, 

where certain metals will eject an electron from their surface when light equal to or less 

than a specific wavelength illuminates the detection area, called the photocathode. This 

electron signal then goes through a series of amplification stages. A typical amplification 

or gain factor for the 541 F tube is 5 x 106 when operated at 3 700 VDC~.j, the voltage used 

for the experiments. The efficiency of the tube is a maximum and approximately 

constant over the wavelength region from ",1200 to A.2250 A~.j after which it drops off 

extremely rapidly, being three orders of magnitude smaller at 3500 A. 

The signal from the PMT is analyzed in one of two ways, depending on the signal 

strength. (I) When the ion beam current was high, as in the case of the H:!+ and H1> ion 
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collisions with 0: and N:, corresponding to a relatively large number of La. events, 

photomultiplier current was measured. A linear picoammeter was used with a General 

Purpose Interface Board (GPIB) interfaced to an IBM PC via a Hewlett Packard 34401 A 

multi meter. Here the analog PMT current output was converted to a voltage signal by 

the picoammeter and fed to the multimeter. The multimeter signal was then sampled at 

a predetermined rate and this signal was visually displayed and stored by the computer. 

Coincident with this La intensity measurement another linear picoammeter measured the 

actual ion beam current interacting with the N~ or 0: in the collision chamber. Equation 

(23) shows that the direct measurement of both of these quantities allows the calculation 

of the emission cross-section for the 2p to I s transition when the pressure is monitored. 

However, since the spectrometer-detector system was not absollllely calibrated for 

intensity, the measured intensity of the La line was a relative measurement, which 

ultimately results in a relative cross-section measurement as well. (2) When the signal 

was too small to be measured by the picoammeter, pulse counting was used. Typically 

this detection technique was used for the proton interaction events, since it was rarely 

possible to generate a proton beam larger than 3 /.lA. The molecular ion currents 

however were never less than about 10 /.lA with normal values ranging from 15 to 25 /.lA. 

The La production is directly proportional to the ion beam current or ion beam flux and 

this magnifies the importance of having a large ion beam flux. In the "pulse counting" 

mode the actual number of signal pulses coming from the PMT tube were counted by a 

system comprised of a Tennelec TC 214 Linear Amplifier and Single Channel Analyzer 
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in tandem with a Tennelec TC 555A Dual Counter-Timer. After amplification by the TC 

214 the pulse was sent to the TC 555A to be counted. Simultaneously the ion beam 

current was fed into an Ion Current Integrator which was set to measure a fixed total 

amount of charge. Beam current fluctuations that normally occur over the course of an 

experiment do not matter since the same amount of charge (i.e. integral of current times 

time) was always counted by the integrator. After the integrator measured this fixed 

amount of charge it sent a voltage pulse to an Ortec Model 431 Timer-Scaler. After 

much experimentation we chose to measure for 120 counts since this corresponded to a 

data acquisition time of about five minutes, the same amount of time used to measure the 

"noise counts" of the PMT. 
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

5.1: O~'el1'iell' 

The main goal for these experiments was to acquire the information needed to determine 

the excitation cross-sections for the 2p state for proton interactions with N~ and 0: gases. 

We will concentrate on the following interactions: 

H+ + N~ ~ H:p* 

H+ + 0: ~ H:p* 

H~' + N~ ~ H:p* 

H:+ + 0: ~ H:p* 

H3' + N: ~ H:p* 

(30) 

(31 ) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

H3+ + 0: ~ H:p* (35) 

The hydrogen particle H-, H:-(HH+), or H3-(HHH-) will be called the projectile. The N:, 

O~, and other gases will be called the target. We will observe L'l ("-1216 A) from the 

transition 2p~ I s in neutral hydrogen. We need to measure the intensity of the La 

radiation, the pressure in the interaction region (which also translates into the number 

density), and the ion beam current or ion beam flux. Two different techniques can be 

used to do this. Each has its own unique advantages and disadvantages depending on the 

measurement to be made. One method measures the excitation cross-sections for long

lived states while the second measures cross-sections for short-lived states. The definition 

of short and long-lived state is somewhat arbitrary, but most investigators agree that long 

lived atomic states have lifetimes of 10.7 seconds or longer. For example the 2p ~ Is 
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transition has A,I' = 6.265 x 108/sec with L:p = 1.59 x 10'<) sec. Consider how long a 

moving atom in a particular excited state remains in the field-of-view before it decays. 

A 75 keY hydrogen atom in the 3s level, moving at 4 x lOs mis, would travel an average 

distance of 64 cm before it decayed, while a hydrogen atom in the 2p state, with the same 

energy and speed, would travel only 0.63 cm. A measurement of the emitted radiation 

from these two decaying states needs quite different experimental conditions due to the 

extreme differences between the distances traveled by each prior to decay. Therefore 

measuring slow and fast decay processes requires different physical environments and 

measurement techniques. 

5.2: Measurement Techniques 

To measure a long-lived state one can measure a substantial distance from the 

interaction region where electron-capture and excitation occur. To accomplish this 

requires two distinct regions One is the volume where the gas density is large enough 

(a few millitorr) to initiate the electron-capture/excitation process. The other is an 

evacuated (P< 1 0.5 torr) observation region, directly following the collision chamber, where 

the radiation is measured as a function of distance downstream from the exit aperture of 

the collision chamber. Knowing the gas density, 11, the ion beam current, J, the length 

of the collision chamber, L, and the exact locations in the observation region, x,, where 

the radiation is measured, the excitation cross-section, cr, can be determined. An equation, 

identical to equation (23) from section 3.4, describes the excited state population, I, at the 

exit aperture of the collision chamber. This population, of the state I, then starts to decay 
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according to its radiative lifetime, '1:1 as XI increases in the observation region. The two 

primary equations used to describe the excited atoms travelling through these two regions 

involves the growth of the excited state population in the I state, NI*' and the subsequent 

decay upon reaching the exit aperture. In the growth (or collision) region the population 

of the I state is given by 

(36) 

Once in the observation (or decay) region the population of the I state IS reduced 

exponentially and equation (36) becomes 

NI* = J 110"1 '1:1 [ 1 - exp (-L / V'tl) ] exp (- XI / V'l:I) (37) 

A schematic representation of these growth and decay processes is shown in Figure 16. 
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This experimental procedure, often described as the "time-of-flight" technique, has been 

used successfully to measure electron capture cross-sections for the Balmer-alpha (H,) 

and Balmer-beta (HI') transitions:'. Because the decay times of the two levels are 

extremely long and distinctly different, decay occurs in the vacuum region far 

downstream. Because of these differences this technique is well suited to determining the 

cross-sections for each state. 

In the second, and more widely used approach (for states with short lifetimes), the 

projectile enters the collision chamber, electron-capture and excitation occur, and the 

emission is observed, all processes occurring within the collision region. With a short

lived state a separate observation region cannot be achieved and is no longer needed, 

since decay occurs immediately after excitation and before the atom can leave the field

of-view. In the case one can measure the intensity at a single fixed point. For the La 

transition, where "t = 1.59 x 10-9 seconds, most decays will occur on average within a 

centimeter after excitation, for all energies less than 300 keY. Even at 800 keY most of 

the decays occur within 2 cm of its excitation position. Protons, upon entering the 

collision region have a probability of capturing an electron into the 2p level. The 

probability of capture increases with distance, and after travelling only a few centimeters 

the 2p level population will approach a maximum. This can be seen from equation (22) 

in Chapter 3. For a fixed energy (again using 200 keY) and therefore a fixed velocity, 

constant ion beam current and density/pressure, the excited state population is solely 

dependent on its lifetime and its position within the collision region. The 2p state 
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population reaches 64% of its maximum value at a distance of I cm into the chamber. 

At 4 cm into the chamber (the position where intensity measurements were made) the 

excited state population is greater than 98% of its maximum value. Viewing at finite 

distance downstream in the chamber permits a certain percentage of the longer lived ns 

and nd states, that comprise the cascade contributions to the La signal, to be observed as 

well. 

Either method described can be used to measure the radiation emitted from the particular 

transition of interest. With the cylindrical geometry, specified by the ion beam, only a 

small segment of the beam is viewed by the spectrometer. Therefore it collects only a 

fraction of the total radiation that is emitted in all directions. The intensity measured at 

the detector, I(e), positioned at some angle e (relative to the beam direction) is related 

to the total number of photons emitted over all 41t steradian, I r. The polarization,P, is 

defined in terms of the parallel, In, and perpendicular, Ii.' components of the emitted 

radiation, P = ( In - 11. )/( In + 1.1.)' where In and 1.1. are radiation intensities at 90" to the 

incident projectile axis with electric vectors, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to 

the plane defined by the incident projectile beam axis and the propagation vector of the 

resulting photon. The angular dependent intensity is expressed as:6 

I(e) = 3Ir/41t [( 1 - P cos~ e)/(3 - P )] (38) 

Therefore one must always assess the possible effects of a nonzero value of the 

polarization on the intensity of the observed emission and hence on the cross-section. 

Since the intensity is directly proportional to the cross-section, polarization will affect 
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measurements. With a viewing angle of 90" the change in the intensity and therefore the 

cross-section due to polarization will be a constant whose value is dependent on P. This 

polarization constant, An, for a viewing angle of 90", takes the form 

Ap = 1 I ( I - P/3 ) (39) 

A number of investigators have made measurements of P at energies up to 30 keY for 

proton collisions with an assortment of gasesZ6.~7.~8. The polarization varies from the worst 

case value of +0.15 at energies below 5 keY down to a value of -0.05 at approximately 

30 keY. No high energy studies have been conducted, but theory predicts that P should 

not exceed +1- 0.10 at energies in excess of 50 key:!7. Given this conservatively large 

limit, polarization affects in our cross-sections would have a worst case value of 3%, well 

below the total experimental accuracy. 

5.2.1: Lyman Alpha Isolation 

A technique to spectrally isolate the hydrogen La. signal at ",1216 A had to be devised. 

Two methods haw.: been used to do this: (1) A VUV spectrometer collects radiation from 

the beam, spectrally selects La" and passes it to the exit slit and (2) the unique YUV 

transmission properties of molecular oxygen are used to provide a "window" that allows 

transmission of La, over a very narrow bandwidth. 

The vacuum spectrometer gives high linear dispersion and good spectral resolution. 

However, it is difficult to effectively couple the spectrometer to the collision chamber 

without reducing system detection efficiency. An additional complication occurs if 

Doppler broadening of the La, radiation becomes significant. The Doppler shifting of the 
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wavelengths toward the red and blue broadens the spectral lines. If the line is broadened 

extraneous information can be added to the signal and the intensity at the line peak can 

decrease due to a "change of focus" of the spectrometer. A spectrometer initially focused 

for a stationary source will be defocused by broadening, effectively shifting the focal 

point toward or away from the grating relative to its initial position. This problem was 

identified and solved in the early 1970's:!9. Line broadening, !lA, is given by 

!lA = (2VAo/c) (sin al2) (40) 

where v is the speed of the emitter (in this case a hydrogen atom), Ao is the wavelength 

in the atom's rest frame, a is the acceptance angle of the spectrometer, and c is the speed 

of light. Equation (40) shows that the broadening is significant for fast emitters and/or 

long wavelengths. Therefore broadening depends on the particular conditions for each 

experiment. Refocusing is accomplished by moving the exit slit a distance, d, away from 

the grating to bring the instrument back into focus. The relationship defining d is given 

by 

d = VAo / ck (41 ) 

where k is the inverse linear dispersion of the grating (for this grating 16.8 A/mm). For 

La. at AI216 A, and for the midrange of emitter speeds used in our experiments, d = 1.7 

mm = 0.07 in., a seemingly small displacement. But is this displacement significant 

relative to the focus of the instrument? The spectrometer was aligned by moving the exit 

slit toward and away from the grating to optimize the line shape and intensity. Once the 

optimal position was found slight adjustments of the focal point (while observing the 
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intensity of the 1..2894 A. Hg line) had negligible affect for exit slit movements of up to 

0.05 in. This is not surprising given that the focal length of the concave mirror/grating 

is 1m = 1000 mm = 39.5 in. Changing the exit slit 0.07 in. changed the Hg line intensity 

less than 5%. However, a larger displacement of the focal point caused perceptible 

changes and defocusing drastically altering line intensity~ a displacement of 0.20 in. 

decreasing the line intensity by about 20%. We concluded that for the range of 

energies/emitter speeds we used, refocusing of the spectrometer had a negligible affect 

and was deemed unnecessary. 

The second isolation technique makes use of the unique transmission properties of 0: 

gas in the VUV wavelength region. Figure 17 shows the absorption cross-sections of 0, 

over the wavelength region 1..1050 - 1350 A.30. Seven narrow spectral "windows" occur 

over this bandwidth. The absorption cross-section decreases at each of these windows by 

more than two orders of magnitude. One window is centered near La' being only 0.3 A. 

away, and has a full-width at half-maximum of approximately 3 A.. Therefore an O:-gas 

cell placed between the emitter and the detector forms a highly selective spectral filter 

capable of isolating La radiation. The primary advantages of the O~ filter are high 

transmission, relative simplicity, and low cost. The principal disadvantages are the 

possibility of transmitting unwanted spectral features in the vicinity of La' and loss of 

information due to Doppler broadening of La beyond the transmission bandwidth of the 

filter. 
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5.2.2: Detector Calibration 

Measurement of absolute cross-sections requires absolute intensity calibrations of the 

entire optical-electrical system. Operating in the VUV wavelength region precludes the 

use of typical intensity calibration standards, like blackbody sources. No "standard" 

sources are readily available to make absolute measurements of the La transition. Most 

Lex measurements are calibrated by normalizing experimental data to theoretical 

calculations using the Born approximation I5
.
31 . Experimenters making "relative" cross

section measurements have normalized their data to those of others that have made an 

absolute calibration. The accuracy of absolute calibrated data is crucial since the results 

are often used to normalize others data. If the cross-sectional data, over the energy range 

from fractions of a keV up to greater than 100 keY, are to be used for auroral modeling 

problems, the cross-sectional data must be consistent. Van Zy114.19 reviewed the data and 

discovered serious discrepancies in the results of various investigators. Only two 

systematic measurements of the "absolute" La emission cross-sections for H~ impact on 

the complete sequence of rare gases have been reported. These are the results of Pretzer 

et al. 17 who measured the La cross-sections for H+ energies between I and 25 ke V, and 

Andreev et al.:o who made measurements for H'" energies between 10 and 40 keV. These 

two sets of data are extremely important because other investigators used them to 

absolutely calibrate their own La photon detectors. Van Zyl et al. 16 determined that the 

absolute calibration factors of Pretzer et al. 17
, and Andreev et al.:o were in error for three 

reasons: (1) The distance inside the collision chamber at which the La radiation was 
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detected was only 1-2 cm for the results of Pretzer et al. 17, while they were between 4 to 

5 cm for many other investigators,s.3:, causing the contributions to the La. signal from 

cascade processes (which can account for a substantial fraction of the signal at low 

energies) to be significantly underestimated (2) polarization effects were not accounted 

for and (3) the results were not corrected to account for the loss of La signal with 

increasing H- energy due to Doppler shifting of La. This shifting prevented the narrow 

bandpass O~-filter from isolating the entire L(1 emission. Taking these factors into 

account it is was determined that the cross-sections of Pretzer et al.l7, and those who 

normalized their results to Pretzer et al.17 should be revised upwards by 22%. This 

adjustment made all data sets agree throughout the overlapping span of energies. This 

exercise shows that good absolute calibration techniques are critical for the normalization 

of various sets of relative experimental cross-sections. Since it was not possible for us 

to absolutely calibrate our instrument it was necessary to normalize our results as well. 

These data in tum had been normalized to Pretzer et al. 17
, which makes the significance 

of a 22% adjustment readily apparent. 

5.3: Spectral Ident{/ication 

The measurement of the L(1 signal from neutral hydrogen, when the H~ ion interacts 

with any target gas depends on the ability to definitely identify the particular spectral line 

as Luat AI216 A. Numerous atomic and molecular transitions are possible as the 

collision gas itself becomes ionized, dissociated and ionized, etc., and verification of the 

exact strength and position of the hydrogen L(1 line is essential if accurate and reliable 
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cross-section measurements are to be made. H- collision energies between 100 and 600 

keY offer a tremendous amount of energy for the ionization and dissociation of the 

primary collision species, N1, O~, and H,. The ionization energies of these three 

molecules are 12.08 eV for O~, 15.43 eV for H1, and 15.58 eV for N:, while the 

dissociation energies are 4.48 eV for H~, 5.12 eV for O~. and 9.76 eV for N:. These 

ionized species also have a finite probability of being excited to some upper level which 

will spontaneously decay and emit a photon. All photons with wavelengths in the vicinity 

of LIX• at 1..1216 A, need to be identified since such lines could affect our ability to 

resolve La. Therefore we had to identify La and all other spectral features close by to 

guarantee no overlap occurred between the hydrogen La and other atomic and/or 

molecular lines. 

Figure 18 shows a spectral scan from 1..1000 to 2000 A for the interaction of H~- with 

H: gas. These particular collision partners were chosen to avoid any confusion that could 

result from lines from N;!, O;!, CO~ or other trace species. We wanted a clear picture of 

the La line and its location and this is the simplest system where all excited species 

would originate from only molecular or atomic hydrogen. The lone atomic line in this 

spectra is the La transition (identified in the figure). All other lines in this wavelength 

region are from molecular H;! transitions. 

Accurate wavelength determination required an accurate spectrometer wavelength drive. 

The wavelength drive is typically not correlated with the actual spectral lines being 

sampled, therefore the dial reading might not coincide with the spectral line being 
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scanned. Therefore we calibrated the wavelength scan to determine the exact position of 

the Let line as indicated by the McPherson wave-drive. A spectral scan showed that the 

L."l. line did not occur at A121S.7 A (the value quoted from the atomic tables) but 

approximately 16 A away at AI231.S A. The molecular and atomic transition tables 

showed that the feature at AI231.S A was definitely the L,x line. We also searched for 

the Lyman-beta (L[l) (3p-) I s transition), at AI 026A, to make a comparison of the L'L and 

L[l lines. However, Figure 18 shows no signal occurs below about AIOSoA, indicating 

that the system efficiency here is to low to see the Lp line. This is not overly surprising 

since the PMT efficiency:4 itself drops off by an order of magnitude between A 1200 -

1050 A. 

With the Let line positively identified, spectral scans were completed for the interaction 

of H· with N:! and O:! to identify any atomic and molecular transitions that could 

contaminate the La line. The original scans were done at relatively large slit widths 

(1000 Jlm), and higher than normal target gas pressures (P = 20 mtorr) so that all features, 

whether strong or weak in intensity could be identified. Figure 19 shows a scan from 

AI000 to 2000 A for the interaction of H:!+ with N:!. With 700 Jlm entrance and exit slits 

a feature is "blended" with La. This is the neutral nitrogen (NI) line at A1200 A. With 

ion beam currents of 15 to 20 JlA both LIl. at A121S.7 A and the NI line at A1200 A are 

clearly resolved. However, later we show that with a lower ion beam current the 1200 

A line starts to dominate and complicates the isolation and resolution of the L,t line. 

Lines from three other neutral nitrogen transitions are present at A1243, 1493, and 1743 
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A. The remainder of the spectral features are molecular in ongIn, and as such are 

difficult to identify. 

The final spectral scan, from 1..1000 to 3000 A, resulting from the interaction of He' 

with 0, is shown in Figure 20. The prominent lines are from neutral oxygen (01), 

molecular oxygen (0:), and the hydrogen La. line. Above 2000 A there is a rich 

contribution of lines from molecular oxygen. Fortunately these are not close to the L,x 

line. The scan shows there are no overlapping or contaminating features close to the La 

line to complicate its intensity measurement. A very slight bump on the left side of L<x, 

initially thought to be an aberration of the scan itself, was found to be a remnant of the 

1..1200 A NI line caused by N: contamination. 

5.4: Pressure Dependence 

As stated in section 3.3, the electron-capture/excitation, direct excitation of neutral 

hydrogen atoms, cascade, and collisional deactivation processes are all direct functions 

of the pressure/density of the exciter gas in the collision chamber. The proper choice of 

exciter gas pressure is crucial to getting accurate cross-sections. Therefore we had to 

determine what range of pressures would define the single collision domain. for the 

process under consideration, i.e. the electron-capture by the H+ ion into the 2p state and 

the 2p~ 1 s decay to the ground state. The single collision domain can be ascertained by 

measuring the intensity of the La as a function of the pressure in the interaction region. 

Ignoring some of the other competing processes for the moment and looking specifically 

at the electron-capture/excitation process into the 2p state, the relationship between the 
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measured intensity and the pressure/density takes the form 

I:p = Jlld(j~p [ 1 - exp (-x/V"t:r ) ] (42) 

Notice that equation (42) demonstrates a linear relationship between the measured 

intensity (I:p) and the gas density/pressure (ll) in the collision chamber (for a constant ion 

beam current, J, and ion velocity,v). Therefore, for the single collision domain to exist 

for this process, a direct proportionality must exist between the line intensity and the gas 

density. Any nonlinear effects indicate that the single collision domain no longer exists. 

This particular analysis was done for both ionic species (H~+ and H-) used to investigate 

the L,x transition. Obviously for the H~- ion, dissociation into HO and/or H- must occur 

prior to electron-capture. This makes the investigation of the H~' ion interaction separate 

from and more complicated than that of the more direct H' interaction. Intensity versus 

pressure measurements were completed for H~ + interactions with both N;! and O~ gases. 

Figure 21 shows the L,x intensity as a function of pressure for the H2' on O~ interaction 

at pressures from 0.1 to 5 mtorr and a H~' energy of 390 keY. The initial H:" ion must 

dissociate for the La line to be visible (either via electron-capture/excitation of H" or by 

direct excitation of HO). Dissociation of the H: + ion can leave two species: (I) a proton 

and a hydrogen atom or (2) two protons and an electron. We have 

(43) 

or 

(44) 

Conservation of energy and momentum divide the energy equally between the resultant 
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species. The electron's infinitesimal mass carries so little energy, relative to 1-1' or H", that 

it is ignored. The actual interaction energy after dissociation is therefore 195 keY per 

proton or hydrogen atom, much larger than either the dissociation or excitation energies. 

The regression in Figure 21 has a correlation coefficient squared value of 0.997, 

indicating a high degree of linearity over the pressure range shown. L':i intensity 

(normalized to ion beam current) versus pressure, for the interaction of the H~· beam with 

N~ is displayed in Figure 22. The initial H:!+ energy and range of pressures is identical 

to that in the O~ case. The shape and the linearity of the Hz· on N:! curve is almost 

identical to that for H:!+ on Oz. This seems reasonable when one realizes that the 

molecules, O~ and N:!, have very similar physical properties, being adjacent to one another 

in the periodic table, and that both N:! and Oz are sometimes considered inert gases. 

After the single collision domains were found for Nz and 0z initial experiments were 

conducted to see if we could simultaneous measure the La intensity, the collision chamber 

pressure, and the ion beam current, so that preliminary calculations of the La cross

sections could be made. Equation (42) shows that a higher pressure/density in the 

collision region gives a higher La signal. The first set of preliminary experiments were 

done at the highest gas pressure (2 mtorr) that still preserves the linearity between 

intensity and pressure. Soon we discovered that the ion beam was undergoing pre

dissociation, i.e. the H~~ ions were dissociating hefore entering the collision chamber. We 

observed that as the pressure increased from 0 to 2 mtorr the ion beam current increased 

as well. The only plausible explanation was that a fraction of the Hz' Ions were 
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separating into two protons (therefore adding an extra positive charge) and an electron 

before they entered the electrically isolated collision cell, which acted as the charge 

collecting Faraday chamber. The electron could diverge from its initial straight line path 

and collide with the walls of the entrance pressure aperture prior to entering the collision 

chamber, accounting for the excess of positive charge measured. For these experiments 

to work the ion beam current must remain constant in the linear region and a constant 

beam current value indicates that the beam current is independent of pressure. The 

predissociation causes the beam current to be a function of pressure and as can be seen 

from equation (42) this will give erroneous values for the excitation cross-section - in this 

case a reduced value of the cross-section. Increasing the pressure from 0 to 2 mtorr 

increases the beam current a substantial 22% which was totally unacceptable. More 

measurements were completed to find the pressure at which the ion beam current started 

to increase and where a slight increase could be tolerated, since only a small fraction of 

the H> ions would end up in the 2p state. To determine this upper pressure limit 

experiments were performed in which the ion beam current was measured as a function 

of pressure. We proceeded as follows: First the ion beam current was measured at zero 

pressure, then the chamber pressure was increased to about 2 mtorr. Once the system had 

stabilized and a constant beam current level was established, the target gas feed valve was 

abruptly closed and the decay times of the ion beam current and chamber pressure were 

measured as the pressure decreased from 2 to 0 mtorr. The pressure change was 

monitored on a strip-chart recorder. These simultaneous experiments were repeated twice 
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more and an average was taken. Appendix A contains the pressure versus time and ion 

beam current versus time profiles and a discussion of the experiments. We determined 

that collision chamber pressures over which small increases in the ion beam current were 

deemed acceptable ranged from 0.207 to 0.253 mtorr. 

Similar intensity versus pressure analyses were performed for the H~ interaction with N~ 

and 0: to determine the range of the single collision domain over which intensity 

measurements could be made. 

The NI ",1200 A line and the La, line overlapped so severely at the wide slit widths 

needed to observe signals for the H+ interaction with N~ that their resolution was not 

possible. This problem was a result of the pressure limits imposed by single collision 

physics and the inability to generate a larger proton flux. This precluded an intensity 

versus pressure study for H+ on N~ (a result that will be discussed further in Chapter 6). 

From the results of the H~ ~ on O~ and N~ analyses we anticipated that the linear region 

for H' on N~ would parallel that of H~ on O~. Equation (42) shows that the La, intensity 

is directly proportional to the ion beam current and the collision chamber pressure. These 

two primary physical quantities determine the La, intensity. However, the constraints 

imposed by single collision physics and predissociation set an upper level for the chamber 

pressure. The only parameter not bound by an upper limit is the ion beam current - the 

larger the beam current, the greater the flux of protons that enter the collision chamber, 

the greater electron-capture into the 2p state, and the greater the La, signal measured at 

the detector. Previous measurementsll.33.34.35 have shown that the total electron-capture 
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cross-sections for H- interactions with 0: and N: at energies exceeding 100 keY are very 

small (from 10. 16 to 10.17 cm:), therefore electron-capture/excitation into the 2p state can 

be expected to be at least an order of magnitude smaller. Such a small probability 

demands large ion beam currents to get sufficient La signal strengths. 

Figure 23 shows the intensity of La (normalized to the measured proton beam current) 

as a function of the collision chamber pressure for H· on 0:. At least two measurements 

were done at each pressure to reduce uncertainties due to the fluctuating proton beam 

current that always occurred. The single collision domain, as shown by the linear region, 

extends from about 4 to 9 mtorr. The error bars correspond to an uncertainty in the 

counting rate of the La signal and the measurement of the proton current. These 

uncertainties vary from about 15 to 9%. 

In earlier experiments poor ion beam current stability prevented the direct measurement 

of ion beam current as a function of pressure. On occasion Van de Graaff irregularities 

could be overcome and precise adjustment and tuning resulted in exceptionally stable 

beam currents, permitting extremely accurate measurements of proton beam current versus 

pressure. Figure 24 shows the results of these measurements over the pressure range from 

o to 10 mtorr. The deviation in proton current from the value at zero pressure was of 

most import in this investigation. For this reason a zero baseline was established by 

measuring the proton current, at zero pressure, before and after all nonzero pressure 

measurements. The data show an extremely stable baseline current having a maximum 

deviation of +4%, with average deviations of less than +/- 2%, indicating a very stable 
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and repeatable current. As the pressure is increased, the proton beam current reaches a 

plateau (a constant value) that extends from 4 to 9 mtorr. This is the same region over 

which the normalized intensity versus pressure was linear in Figure 23. When the linear 

region is reached the proton current should be independent of pressure and this is what 

the plateau demonstrates 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1: HJ ' Interaction with N} and O} 

The initial cross-section data were taken for the interaction of the H~' ion with O~ and 

N:. H:- was chosen since this ion beam current was particularly strong, ranging from 15 

to 30 J..lA during the course of the experiments. This insured that there would be a 

significant flux of H' ions after the dissociation of H:', increasing the probability of 

electron capture/excitation into the 2p state. A secondary interest involved the fact that 

a certain percentage of the excited hydrogen atoms would come from the direct excitation 

of a ground state hydrogen atom, HO, which is one of the products of the dissociation of 

H: +. Though our experimental apparatus was not capable of producing HO alone, this gave 

us a way to ascertain any qualitative or quantitative effects that might be due to the 

interaction of HO with N: or O2, When the H:~ ion interacts with N: the following 

reactions apply for the excitation of HO to the 2p state 

H/ + N2 ~ H;!p * + [ H + N+ + N ] 

H:+ + N: ~ H:p* + H+ + [N:] 

H:+ + N: ~ H:p* + [H + N:' ] 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

where the products in brackets could also be in excited states. The reaction sequences 

would be identical for the interaction of H:' with 0: with the substitution of 0 for N in 

all reactions. Preliminary spectral scans verified that excited states of NI, 01, O2, N:, 0:

and N:' existed and as alluded to earlier some of these spectral features were near the L,t 

line. Note that with the presence of a second hydrogen atom in H:' the probability of 
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excitation to all levels (the 2p state included) will be increased which increases the L,,,, 

line intensity. Figure 25 represents the relative cross-sections (normalized to the value 

at 312 keY) for the interaction of H~+ with N;! over the H'energy range from 122 to 440 

keY. As energy increases the cross-section monotonically decreases until about 300 keY. 

From 300 keY on the cross-section remains constant with energy. The monotonic 

decrease with energy was expected, however the plateau region at energies above 300 keY 

was not anticipated and these experiments were repeated to verify this feature. The error 

bars shown in the graph represent an uncertainty of +/- 14%. This uncertainty is the 

quadrature sum of the uncorrelated uncertainties in measurements of the ion beam current, 

the La intensity, the collision chamber pressure, and the contribution to the La signal 

from the partial overlap of the NI ",1200 A line. A discussion of the error sources and 

their effects on the data will be treated in a later section. 

The cross-section measurements for H2" interacting with O2 were done next. These 

cross-sections were measured over virtually the same energy range as those for the H;!' 

on N2 experiments. All experimental parameters such as collision chamber pressure, 

spectrometer slit widths, and PMT operating voltage remained the same so that any 

unwanted experimental biases would be eliminated or kept to a minimum. Figure 26 

shows the cross-sections for the interaction of H2• with O2 over the H+ energy range from 

124 to 408 keY. The data were normalized to the value at 316 keY. The general features 

and overall appearance of the data are very similar to that for the H2• interaction with N2• 

The monotonic decrease appears from about 124 to 269 keY. In this case it could be 
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argued that the plateau region begins at around 269 keY (compared to about 300 keY for 

the N: case), however when the uncertainties are considered the plateau regions overlap 

well within the error bar limits. It also looks like the cross-section values for H:· on 0: 

are consistently lower than those for H:- on N:. Previous data36 show that the L,x cross

sections for H- on N: are typically larger than those for H- on Oz, and these data reinforce 

those results. Plotting both sets of cross-sections on the same graph gives a good 

indication of how close the values are, as shown in Figure 27. Within the limits of 

uncertainty the data for H:- on N: overlap with those for H~~ on Oz. Again this is as 

expected since data for both H- and HO impact on N~ and 0: show similar trends. 

Unfortunately no other experimental data are available for comparison over these energy 

ranges for the interaction of H:+ with N~ and 0:. Only two data sets were found for the 

interaction of H:- with N/7
•
3H

• In one case the maximum energy in the experiments was 

25 keY, far below our energy values, and the other involved Ha. emission, so no 

meaningful comparison based on normalization techniques could be made. Dahlberg et 

al. 39 have done some experiments for the interaction of HO with N: up to 120 keY. 

Though we could not reproduce this experiment (since direct production of HO prior to the 

collision chamber was not possible) it was felt that a comparison might give some insight 

into the role HO plays resulting from the dissociation of H~'. If the curves appeared 

similar then a substantial fraction of the LIX radiation might be the result of the direct 

collisional excitation of HO to the 2p state. Figure 28 shows our data normalized to that 

of Dahlberg et al. 39. The ordinate is plotted as the logarithm of the cross-section in 
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keeping with the convention used by Dahlberg et al.-w and other experimenters since many 

of the cross-sections decrease exponentially or nearly exponentially with energy. The two 

data sets appear to be distinctly different and there does not seem to be any evidence that 

the plateau region measured by Dahlberg et al. 39 continues at the same constant value in 

our data. The cross-section decreases monotonically from 122 to 250 keY. At about 250 

keY another plateau region begins that extends up to the limit of the measured energies. 

Could it be that the LIl signal is due to a mixture of electron capture and direct excitation 

of HO? There is no way to determine this since we were not able to separate out the 

contribution to the LIl signal from the H+ and HO fractions separately. However, it is 

plausible that the data represent excitation to the 2p state by both electron 

capture/excitation and direct collisional excitation and that the monotonic decrease is not 

as steep as that seen in the Dahlberg et al. 39 data due to the moderating effect of the direct 

excitation of HO to the 2p state. At approximately 250 keY the mechanism responsible 

for the plateau region (which seems to be correlated with the HO fraction only) starts to 

dominate and the cross-section versus energy profile mirrors the plateau region of 

Dahlberg et al. 39 for HO on N:: over the energy range from 50 to 120 keY. 

6.2: H~ Interaction with N] 

With the H::- on N:: and 0:: data completed we concentrated on the interaction of H- with 

N:: and 0::. A tremendous amount of data has been accumulated for these interactions 

over the energy range of 0.05 to 100 keY. However very few measurements have been 

done above this energy range for all hydrogen transitions and even fewer still have been 
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done involving the measurement of La. radiation. In part this is due to the lack of interest 

in the high energy end of the proton energy spectrum (since the majority of proton 

induced auroral phenomenon occur at lower energies). But another reason involves the 

difficulty in making VUV measurements at these high energies where the probability of 

electron capture into the 2p state decreases exponentially resulting in very weak L,x 

signals that are not much larger than the background noise signals. Measurement of such 

small signals requires that the systems overall background noise levels (i.e. those levels 

due to PMT noise counts, background emissions from residual gas in the collision 

chamber, and extraneous scattered light) are well characterized. Referring again to 

equation (42), with a fixed number density (mandated by single collision physics) it is 

evident that the magnitude of the ion beam flux will be the sole determinant of the L,~ 

intensity. Therefore maximization of the beam current, particularly for the low probability 

high-energy electron capture/excitation 2p-)-1 s transition, is the most important factor for 

successful cross-section measurements. Realizing this a new ion source was installed in 

the Van de Graaff accelerator and tuned for maximum ion beam output. It was felt that 

if we could generate H~ currents of 10/lA or greater the La. intensity would be large 

enough (at slit widths of 700 /lm) to allow full resolution between the La. line and any 

nearby atomic lines (in particular the NI line at AI200 A). Measurements from the H~

on N~ work had shown that a La to A1200 A ratio of approximately four, for 700 /lm slit 

widths, was sufficient to resolve the two lines for H~· beam currents of 15 to 20 /lA. 

After much painstaking effort to maximize the H- ion beam current, the highest value 
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attainable was 4 to 5 J.lA. This was double the value measured prior to replacement of 

the ion source, but far below what we believed was needed for a sufficiently intense L" 

signal necessary to resolve the two blended lines. Preliminary spectral scans at 700 J.lm 

slit widths verified our suspicions. With the collision chamber pressure fixed the only 

other way to increase the intensity of the Lrx line was to increase the spectrometer slit 

widths. However as the slit widths are increased the overlap of La. and NI at 1..1200 A 

increases as well. To get a large enough signal and still maintain the resolution between 

the La. and 1200 A line indicated that we open the slit widths no wider than 1000J.lm. 

At these slit widths the resolution of the spectrometer is 19 A. With the 1200 A line 

separated from the La. line by 16 A this created a potential problem in resolving the 

contributions to the measured signal from the La. and 1200 A lines. We could no longer 

take measurements by "sitting" on the peak of the La. line and measuring the intensity 

since a substantial portion of the signal would come from the 1200 A line. We therefore 

decided to do a spectral scan from 1..1180 to 1280 A and attempt to use a "curvefitting" 

program~O to deconvolve the La. line from the NI lines at 1200 and 1243 A. The initial 

scans showed that the excitation cross-section for the 1200 A line was even larger than 

we had anticipated and that the 1200 A line literally engulfed the La line. Ten separate 

scans were performed and their average taken to give a clearer spectral signature. A three 

peak Gaussian curvefit was performed on the spectra. Knowing the centers of the lines, 

and the spectrometer resolution (i.e. the FWHM) at 1000 J.lm slit widths, these two 

parameters were fixed. If a "good enough" fit could be made for the three lines the ratio 
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of their intensities (equivalent to the ratio of their areas) could be determined, and the 

intensity of the La line could then be calculated. Figure 29 shows the "total" Gaussian 

curvefit (i.e. the sum of all three individual Gaussian peaks) superposed on the original 

data. The fitting parameter (reduced chi-squared) had a value of 0.005. Figure 30 shows 

the "individual" Gaussian curvefits for each of the NI lines plus the La line superposed 

on the original data. Notice how small the La peak is relative to both of the NI lines, 

and the 1200 A line in particular. The ratio of the L/X intensity to that of the NI line at 

1.1200 A is 0.03, indicating that in a three peak fit scheme the contribution of the La line 

to the total area defined by the data is extremely small. Realizing that this could be 

indicating there was little if any aCllial contribution to the overall profile from the La 

line, a two peak fit was done for the NI lines at 1.1200 and 1243 A. The results from this 

two peak fit gave a chi-squared value of 0.006, virtually identical (within statistical 

relevance) to the fitting parameter calculated for the three peak fit. We felt that this left 

significant doubt as to the existence of a strong enough La signal to be able to separate 

it with any confidence from the NI peak at 1200 A. To increase the La intensity would 

require that we open the slits even wider, which at the same time would reduce the ability 

to resolve the two peaks even farther, and the resolution problem would become more 

rather than less complicated. For these reasons we decided that without a minimum H' 

ion beam current of at least 10 J.lA the measurements of the La cross-sections, for the 

interaction of H· with N;:, were not possible due to the severe overlap of the NI line at 

1.1200 A with the La line. 
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6.3: H- Imerac/ion with OJ 

Preliminary spectral scans of H" on 0: indicated that the line overlap problem that had 

plagued the H- on N: analysis should not be an issue. However, after learning how 

intense the 1200 A NI line was, relative to that of L(~, we felt it was necessary to 

thoroughly examine the spectra in the vicinity of the La. line for the interaction of H' on 

0:. This analysis was deemed essential since we realized even "residual" amounts of N: 

in 0: might result in further resolution problems. Figure 31 shows a spectral scan from 

1..1140 - 1540 A for the interaction of 400 keY H: ~ ions (200 keY HT ions) with 0:. The 

NI lines at 1..1200, 1243, and 1492 A are evident and they are particularly strong (given 

the fact that the target gas was suppose to be 0: only). After contacting the gas 

manufacturer it was discovered that the 0: gas we were using was not as pure as we had 

thought. The "welding grade" 0: is not tested for contamination by other gases and the 

purity is unknown. Measurement of the 1..1200 A to La. intensity ratio showed that the 

1200 A line was 13 times less intense than the Let line at slit widths of 250 /-lm (where 

the lines were fully resolved). At the much larger slit widths needed for the H- on 0: 

investigation this would result in appreciable blending of the 1200 A line with L,~ causing 

contamination problems due to a non-zero contribution to the La. intensity profile from 

the NI 1..1200 A line. To eliminate the N: contamination problem required 0: gas of very 

high purity. The manufacturer was able to supply us with an Ultra Pure Carrier (UPC) 

grade of 0: in which the contamination levels of N: were guaranteed to be less than 40 

parts per million (ppm) and the 0: purity was 99.996 or better. A certificate of 
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compliance accompanied the tank of upe grade 0/1
• Another scan was completed for 

the H:- interaction with the upe grade 0: using the same energy and slit widths that had 

been used for the H:- interaction with the welding grade 0:. From Figure 32 it can be 

seen that the intensity of the NI 1200 A line is much smaller now. Analysis showed that 

the 1200 A line was now 67 times less intense than the L,~ line, a five fold reduction in 

intensity from that seen with the welding grade 0:. With the ratios of the intensities 

effectively remaining constant with slit width this meant that the contribution to the La 

intensity at large slit widths (where both lines are now viewed together) was reduced from 

7.5 to 1.5%. Though the residual N~ could not be eliminated completely we were 

confident that the significant reduction would be ample to make the measurements for the 

H+ interaction with O2• To verify this a final scan was completed from 1100 - 2000 A 

for the H+ on O~ case at the slit widths we would be using (1600 Ilm) for the experiments. 

No evidence of N~ contamination appeared in the results and we proceeded with the 

experiments to measure the La cross-sections for the H· on O2 interaction. 

The La line intensity was measured over the energy range from 140 to 603 keY at a 

constant pressure of 6 mtorr (which was in the middle of the linear range) for all 

experiments for the interaction of H" with O~. Unlike the multiple reaction paths possible 

when H:!+ interacts with 0 1, the only possible path (for electron capture/excitation into the 

hydrogen 2p state) is 

(48) 

where the bracketed O~- molecule could also be in an excited state. A total of fifteen 
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experiments were conducted in which the L,~ intensity was measured at constant energy 

and pressure. As described in section 4.7 a current integrator/pulse counting data 

acquisition system was used since the H' beam current was small resulting in reduced L,~ 

signal strengths. Also due to the reduced signal strength (i.e. the number of PMT pulses 

counted was small) from 5 to 18 trials were done at each energy and an average taken to 

reduce the overall counting error. Figure 33 is a graph of La cross-sections (normalized 

to the 496 keY point) versus energy. The exponential behavior that was alluded to earlier 

is evident here, with the cross-section at 140 keY being fourteen times larger than that 

at 496 keY. At approximately 400 keY the plateau like condition that was seen in the 

H2~ on O2 and N2 experiments appears again, but now for the H+ only interaction, and its 

emergence is at an energy that is 120 to 150 keY higher than what was seen in the H:

on N2 and O2 cases. A logarithmic plot of the La cross-sections versus energy is shown 

in Figure 34. The data show a monotonically decreasing value of the cross-section with 

energy up to the constant cross-section plateau region. 

Few experiments have been done measuring the electron-capture/excitation into the 2p 

state for the interaction of H+ with N: or 02' Of those the majority have been done at low 

energies (typically less than 50 keY). The entire spectrum of energies that have been 

looked at ranges from 0.04 to 130 keY. Van Zyl and Neumann28 made measurements 

between 0.04 and 2.5 keY, Birely and McNeare and Van Zyl et al. 37 measured La cross

sections over the energy range from I to 25 keY, while Hughes et a1. 44
, Hughes and 

Choe43
, and Dahlberg et al. 39 made measurements from 20 to 130 keY. However the only 
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experimental data taken above 100 keY for the H- on 0: interaction are from Hughes et 

al.-I-I Therefore since we were not able to absolutely calibrate our data the only way to 

compare it, with any confidence, to other data sets was to normalize it to data that had 

been absolutely calibrated or which itself had been normalized to other experimenter's 

absolutely calibrated data. This left us with only the one data set, that of Hughes et al.-I-I, 

to normalize our data to. Also since they had not made measurements above 130 keY 

a 10 keY gap occurs between our lowest energy point at 140 keY and their highest energy 

point at 130 keY. To account for this a small extrapolation of their data up to 140 keY 

was necessary. Given that their data was well defined over the entire energy range from 

20 to 130 keY, we were confident that this extrapolation would provide a valid 

normalization for our data. Figure 35 shows our data normalized to that of Hughes et 

aI.-I-I A portion of the Hughes et aI.-I4 data from 50 to 130 keY is displayed. Our data are 

shown from 140 keY to 603 keY. Both data sets blend together smoothly and the overall 

shape and structure of the Hughes et aI.44 data seems to be carried through in our data. 

The log-log plot has been used in keeping with the vast majority of the cross-section 

versus energy plots for these types of data. The complete data set decreases 

monotonically from 50 to 400 keY, after which the magnitude of the cross-section 

remains constant up to the final data point at 603 keY. The total absolute uncertainty 

quoted by Hughes et aI.-I4 for their data was +/- 50%. After normalizing the data to 

Hughes et aI. 4
-1 (who normalized theirs to Pretzer et aI. 17 and including the average 

uncertainty of +/- 17% due to our own apparatus, the total absolute error for the present 
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measurements is estimated to be +/- 50%. Given these error limits the data sets fall well 

within overlap of one another. 

The most puzzling and yet intriguing aspect of the data is the region beyond 400 keY, 

where the cross-section remains constant with energy, an area that was previously referred 

to as the "plateau region". This is an unexpected result since cross-section data and 

theory predict that the cross-section will reach some peak value (at low-energies) and 

continue to decrease with increasing energy. However, our data above 400 keY indicate 

that the probability for electron capture/excitation to the 2p state doesn't decrease but 

remains constant. Though this effect has not been seen for H~ interactions with gases 

prior to our work it has been seen at high energies for the interaction of hydrogen atoms 

with N~ by Dahlberg et al. 39 and for HO atom collisions with He and N~ by Hughes and 

Choe·13
• In both cases the Ltl, cross-section becomes constant at an energy of about 50 

keY and remains at that value up to the final energy of 120 keY. Neither group explains 

the process or processes, with any clarity or completeness, that might be causing this 

"flattening effect" as Hughes and Choe43 call it. Dahlberg et al. 39 state that this change 

in slope implies that more than one process is contributing to the excitation to the 2p 

state. They comment that "One possibility is a process A, for which the cross-section 

decreases very rapidly with energy, dominating at low energies, and a process B for 

which the cross-section is nearly independent of energy, dominating at high energies". 

They then go on to say that "Experimental data for basic atom-molecule inelastic cross

sections are not adequate for making a quantitative analysis of the processes involved in 
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producing L,t emission". The attempt by Hughes and Choe at explaining this 

phenomenon has little more to offer and it is not at all clear what they are proposing. 

They comment that "The leveling of the curve at the higher energies is brought about by 

the interplay of the excitation process where the target atom is left in the ground state, 

which is the dominant process at low energies, and the excitation process where the target 

atom is left excited, which is dominant at the higher energies." This statement is based 

on the results of a theoretical "Born wave" calculation done by Levy45 for the interaction 

of H" with He. Our interpretation of what they are saying involves the "enhanced" 

pathways (or probabilities of excitation of both species) that could be occurring as the H" 

atom interacts with the target atom or molecule at high energies. In the case of the H" 

interaction with N~ at high energies, the probability of excitation of the N atoms or N: 

molecules increases, this increase in probability in specific nitrogen excitation mechanisms 

increases the number of pathways by which an HO atom can be excited to the 2p state. 

This increase in probability adds to the previous probability for the excitation of the H" 

atom to the 2p state, without exciting any of the nitrogen products, resulting in an 

enhanced total probability for La. emission. Therefore at high energies, where the L'l. 

cross-section should be decreasing, the interplay of all of these excitation processes, for 

both the target molecule and the incident HO atom, results in an enhanced 2p cross-section 

which offsets the normal decrease, therefore resulting in a cross-section that is constant 

with energy. 

As difficult as it is to explain the processes responsible for enhancement of L'1 emission 
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for the interaction of H" with N:: or O~ at high energies, the complexity is increased even 

further when the interaction of H- with 0:: is considered. Now electron capture pills 

excitation to the 2p state must occur and the intricacies involved and the potential 

pathways become even more tortuous. Suffice it to say that the plateau region exists at 

energies equal to or greater than 400 keY for the H- on 0:: interaction and that some 

unknown process or processes are at work such that an enhancement in the 2p cross

section occurs that offsets the expected decrease, in such a way that the overall La 

emission cross-section remains constant. We therefore make note of this unusual result 

but will leave the solution of this problem to those maybe more qualified than ourselves 

(i.e. theorists). 

6.4: HJ • Interaction with O2 

The final experiments involved the measurement of the La cross-section for the 

interaction of the H3 - ion with 0::. These experiments were completed in an effort to 

compliment those done for the H::" and H- interactions with 0::. By completing the entire 

ionic sequence it was hoped that any similarities or dissimilarities in the data would help 

elucidate what processes were occurring during the interactions. For the interaction of 

H3 - with 0:: the following reaction paths are applicable for electron capture/excitation to 

the 2p state 

H3" + 0:: ~ H::p* + [H + H + 0- + 0 ] (49) 

H/ + 0:: ~ H::/ + Hi- + [H + 0 + 0 ] (50) 

where the species in brackets may be in either molecular or atomic configurations and 
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they mayor may not be in an excited state. Figure 36 shows the L,~ cross-sections 

(normalized to the 300 keY value) for the interaction of H3 ' with 0: over the H3 ' energy 

range of 300 to 1050 keY (H- energies from 100 to 350 keY). The structure is very 

similar to that for the H:- on 0: and N: cases with monotonically decreasing cross

sections with energy followed by the plateau region. Here it appears that the plateau 

region begins at 200 keY, or about 50 keY sooner than it was seen in the H1- on 0: case. 

However, given the uncertainties for both the H1+ and H3 + data it would be difficult to 

identify an exact starting point for the plateau region with any certainty. The interesting 

result here is that the data for both H:! + and H3'" interactions with O2 have characteristics 

that indicate that similar processes are occurring even though the exact processes are 

unknown. 

6.5: Error Analysis 

The error analysis for the experiments involves two categories: ( I ) Those errors 

associated with data taken with the analog data acquisition system and (2) those errors 

related to data taken with the pulse counting system. Since the components are different 

from system to system the overall error for each will be different as well. 

The primary components of the analog system are the Van de Graaff accelerator, the 

pressure sensor, the PMT, the linear picoammeter used to measure the PMT output, and 

another picoammeter that measured the ion beam current. As discussed in section 4.3 our 

experiments were done in beam line 5 east. The constant k, relating the beam energy and 

the ion particle mass, was experimentally determined for beam line 5. Once measured 
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this value remains the same since it is only dependent on the charge and the radius of the 

beam trajectory and both of these parameters do not change for a specific beam pipe 

orientation. With the beam energy being dependent on the square of the magnetic field, 

whose uncertainty is +/- 2%, the uncertainty in energy is +/- 4%. This is such a small 

value (relative to the experimental energies used) that the error bars are overlapped by the 

graphic symbols describing the data and cannot be identified. 

The error related to the capacitive pressure sensor is 1.5% of the reading plus the drift 

in the signal over the 0 to 10 mtorr pressure range that was used in all experiments. The 

drift was measured on numerous occasions during the course of the experiments. A worst 

case value was +/- 0.005 mtorr, or +/- 2% (for a typical pressure of 0.250 mtorr). 

Combining these two error sources results in an overall error of +/- 3% for the pressure 

sensor. 

The two largest sources of error are due to the fluctuations in ion beam current and 

measured L(X intensity. Both of these errors were measured at +/- 6%. Also the beam 

current and PMT outputs were measured separately by linear picoammeters which 

converted the current signal into an analog voltage output. These conversion errors were 

measured to be +/- I % over the ranges used. Lastly the PMT noise, or dark current (after 

conversion to a voltage output signal) was measured at +/- 3 mY. With a typical signal 

strength of 100 to ISO mV this constituted an error of +/- 2 to 3%. 

Adding all of the above errors in quadrature gives a total error for the analog system of 

+/- 10 %. When normalizing the data this adds another set of virtually identical errors 
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that also sum in quadrature, to give an overall error of +/- 14%. 

The components comprising the pulse counting system are the Vande Graaff 

accelerator, the pressure sensor, the current integrator, the PMT, a linear 

amplifier/counter-timer, and a timer-scaler. When in operation the system works as 

follows: The integrator collects a predetermined amount of beam charge (which remained 

fixed throughout all of the experiments). Once this charge is collected the integrator 

sends out a voltage pulse that is registered by the timer-scaler. At the same time the 

PMT is sending out pulses as the La photons are registered by the photocathode. These 

pulses are amplified and counted by the Tennelec amplifier/counter-timer. The La pulses 

continued to be collected until 120 counts had been accumulated on the Ortec timer

scaler. In this way the same amount of charge was always collected, regardless of the ion 

beam current fluctuations and strength. 

The errors for the Van de Graaff, pressure sensor, and PMT remain the same as those 

determined for the analog system. The only difference here is that the PMT dark current 

registers as a number of pulses or counts. Since this is a totally random event an average 

value must be determined over a specified amount of time. We chose a time of five 

minutes since that corresponded to the time it took to run the majority of experiments. 

To quantify this number as accurately as possible we took over 100 individual 5 minute 

measurements, prior to, during, and immediately following numerous experiments. The 

average value was 25 counts/5 min with a standard deviation of +/- 5 counts. 

With the counting process involved in the electron capture/excitation of an H+ ion to the 
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2p state being a totally random one, it can accurately be described usmg a Poisson 

distribution. A Poisson distribution is appropriate in the case where the average number 

of occurrences of an event is much smaller than the number that is possible.t6. In the case 

of H+ interactions with O~ this will apply. For a typical H· energy of 300 keY and a 

current of 4 IlA there are 2.5 x 1013 protons passing any point in the collision chamber 

per second. The maximum count rate for a 300 keY experiment (at a pressure of 6 mtorr) 

was approximately 245 counts17 min or 0.6 counts/sec. So the number of electron 

capture/excitation events to the 2p state detected (via La. radiation) was more than thirteen 

orders of magnitude smaller than the original pool of particles (i.e. protons) available that 

cOlild have gone through this process. This is strongly dependent on the efficiency of the 

optics and electronics, both strong functions of the wavelength being detected (the Let 

wavelength in this case). The uncertainty for such a process is equal to the square root 

of the number of counts and since the number of counts was different from experiment 

to experiment the error in the counting also changed. In addition it was discovered that 

there was a contribution to the total signal from extraneous scattered light in the collision 

chamber at zero pressure. This number varied from about 35 to 25 counts and was 

energy dependent. At the low energies (and therefore large count rates) this additional 

signal had little if any affect. However, at higher energies where the total number of 

counts was between 100 and 150 this became a nonnegligible fraction of the total counts. 

Therefore the error, due to counting statistics, had three components. One from the PMT 

dark counts, one from the scattered light, and the other from the total number of signal 
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counts. Folding all of these errors together resulted in a range of uncertainties 

corresponding to the range of energies. At the lowest energy of 140 keY, where the 

scattered light contribution was negligible, the error was +/- 3%, while at the highest 

energy of 603 keY the error was +/- 15 %. In between these two extremes the errors 

averaged between 9 and 13%. 

The current integrator was a custom unit built by the University of Arizona instrument 

shop. Using manufacturer specifications47 plus evaluations conducted by ourselves an 

overall performance error of +/- I % was determined for the current integrator. 

The Ortec timer-scaler was used to count the output pulses from the current integrator 

as the predetermined amount of charge was collected. The only error associated with this 

device was relative to human reaction time as the timer-scaler system was activated and 

deactivated at the start and stop of each experiment. With +/- I count at the start and +/

I count at the end, the overall error would be +/- 2 counts out of 120, or approximately 

2%. 

Adding all of the errors together in quadrature, and considering the low and high energy 

extremes (both normalized to the 496 keY point) the range of errors was from 14 to 20%. 

6.6: Cascade Affects 

An Analysis by Van Zyl et a1. 16 shows that up to 50% of the La radiation may be 

coming from upper level cascades at energies above 100 keV. Theory and experiment 

have shown I 6.4H.49.50.5I that the cascade contribution to the 2p state at high energies from 

the ns levels is at least an order of magnitude larger than the contributions from the nd 
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levels and therefore the nd levels can be ignored. Calculating the population fraction, f, 

(i.e. the fractional population of a specific level) when an H- ion enters our collision 

chamber for the 3s, 4s, and 5s levels, at our lowest energy of 140 keY, we get f1. = 0.05, 

f4• = 0.02, and f5• = 0.01. That is at a distance of 4 cm into the collision chamber the 3s, 

4s, and 5s levels would be populated at 5, 2, and 1 % of their maximum. Now 

considering we could view their decay for another Icm, what percentage of the cascade 

process, ns~2p~ 1 s would contribute to the La. radiation detected? The most relevant 

transition to calculate would be the 3s~2p~ls since 100% of the 3s decays to the 2p state 

plus it also has the shortest lifetime of the three. From equation 27 we can calculate the 

2p state population due to the 3s cascades and the direct electron capture/excitation into 

the 2p state. Using our measured 2p cross-section (at 140 keY) and the measured 3s 

cross-section from Van Zyl et aI. 16 the product of the 2p population, N:p' times the 

transition probability, A(2p~ls),is equal to 0.532. The first term in equation 27 represents 

the contribution from direct electron capture/excitation to the 2p state. The value of the 

first term is 0.124. Subtracting this from the total will give that fraction due to the 3s~2p 

cascade. The result is 0.411 which states that 77% of the total measured La. is due to the 

3s~2p cascade process. Considering all cascades from all ns states, Van Zyl's estimate 

of a 50% contribution to the "true" La. cross-section may make sense. 

6.7: Concluding Remarks 

Cross-sectional measurements of the 2p to 1 s transition, for the interaction of H~ -, H~ -, 

and H- with N: and 0:, show a general trend of the cross-sections decreasing 
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monotonically with energy up to a certain cut-off energy. At higher energies the cross-

sections remain constant in what we refer to as a plateau region. No identification of the 

process or processes responsible for the plateau region has been made at this time. It is 

not possible to measure the total or true La cross-section since the experimental 

techniques do not exist that permit the measurement of the vast majority of cascade 

contributions from the upper ns levels to the 2p state. However, no data have been taken, 

prior to these, for the La cross-sections above 130 keY. The inclusion of these data sets 

in the cross-section tables will fill an informational void that will allow auroral modelers 

to better interpret and understand the interaction mechanisms related to the precipitation 

of high energy protons into the upper atmosphere. 
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APPENDIX A: ION BEAM PRESSURE DEPENDENCE 

As discussed in section 5.4 there was a pressure dependence of the ion beam current on 

the collision chamber pressure due to the predissociation of the H~· molecular ion prior 

to it's entering the collision chamber. This necessitated an investigation to determine the 

acceptable operating pressure range for the chamber. As the pressure in the collision 

chamber increased from 0 to 2 mtorr, the ion beam current increased from 20.5 to 25 ~A, 

a change of 22%. To determine an acceptable increase a study was conducted in which 

the change in pressure (in the collision chamber) and the change in ion beam current were 

measured as a function of time. An evaluation was then conducted to determine the 

acceptable ion beam current levels and therefore the acceptable collision chamber 

pressures over which the experiments could be done. Figure 37 shows the average of 

three profiles of the change in ion beam current with time coincident with the change in 

collision chamber pressure. The time from -5 to 0 seconds represents the average value 

of the beam current at a pressure of about 2 mtorr. The average value of the current was 

25 ~A. The vertical line defines the t = 0 mark when the collision chamber gas feed 

valve was suddenly closed. The ion beam current is then seen to decay down to another 

constant level region which occurs at about the 10 second mark, after which it remains 

at approximately 20.5 ~A. Though an increase in ion beam current of 22% was felt to 

be excessive, we decided that in increase of 10% was acceptable since it allowed us to 

stay within the overall error parameters for the experiments and it did not compromise the 

validity of the resulting cross-sections. 
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Figure 37: Ion beam current versus time. The maximum allowable beam current at a 
time of t = 4.5 seconds is 22.6 J.1A and corresponds to a pressure of 0.23 mtorr. 
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Figure 38 is a profile of the change in collision chamber pressure as a function of time 

over the same time period as that for the change in ion beam current. The actual 

measurement was of the strip-chart voltage output versus time, however the voltage is 

directly proportional to the pressure and using a calibration factor the pressure can be 

calculated. The decrease in pressure was exponential from t = 0 to about 5 seconds. 

After this point the change in pressure with time does not seem to fit any easily definable 

mathematical formulation. The exponential decrease allows a logarithmic fit to determine 

the linear range. The slope of the linear region was then calculated. Since the strip-chart 

output was directly proportional to the pressure, the logarithmic representation negated 

the need to transform the voltage output into a pressure value. From the slope, and 

knowing that the initial pressure was 1.7 mtorr, the pressure can be determined for any 

time later that occurs within the linear region. An acceptable increase of 10% is 

equivalent to a maximum allowable ion beam current of 22.6 J-lA. From Figure 37 this 

corresponds to a time of about 4.5 seconds after the gas feed valve was closed. Figure 

38 shows that at a time of 4.5 seconds the collision chamber pressure is 0.23 mtorr. 

Therefore to insure that the ion beam current does not exceed the 10% upper limit, the 

pressure should be kept at or below 0.23 mtorr. However, the error in the pressure 

measurement due to the strip chart calibration uncertainties plus the MKS pressure sensor 

(over this range) was determined to be +/- 20%. Folding the total uncertainty in, the 

range of acceptable pressures over which the collision chamber could be operated was 

then calculated to be from 0.184 to 0.276 mtorr. To alleviate any problems that the upper 
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end of the pressure range might cause the collision chamber pressure was kept between 

0.225 and 0.250 mtorr. 
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